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Abstract
We investigate theoretically five novel resonant and light-guiding photonics phenom-
ena.
First, we develop a universal coupled mode theory (CMT) treatment of the free-
space scattering of waves from resonant objects. This analytical framework very
accurately models the scattering and absorption cross sections, as long as the reso-
nant scatterer has spherical/cylindrical symmetry, or is sufficiently smaller than the
resonant wavelength of the incident wave. We apply it to study the scattering of
light from spherically symmetrical resonant objects and atoms, and also the neutron
scattering off nuclei.
Then, we propose an efficient weakly-radiative Wireless Energy Transfer (WET)
scheme between two identical classical resonant objects, strongly coupled to an inter-
mediate one having the same resonance frequency. The transfer mechanism, analyzed
by CMT, relies on the adiabatic evolution of a dark eigenstate of the 3-object sys-
tem. We explore its performance in various parameter regimes, and illustrate it by
witricity-type WET between resonant inductively-coupled capacitively-loaded metal-
lic loops.
Third, we develop an analytical CMT model for the electric field generated by
an arbitrary polarization source in a general photonic structure (that could involve
loss, gain and/or nonlinearities). Based on this model, we investigate the criteria for
enhancing the efficiency of nonlinear effects, and produce efficient terahertz sources.
The results, validated by Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) calculations, sug-
gest that this approach could potentially be a substitute for the more numerically
intensive FDTD method.
Next, we propose a 2D PhC structure that supports super-collimation over a
large frequency range. We theoretically and numerically investigate the collimation
mechanism in this 2D structure, in comparison to that of two other frequently used
related PhC structures. We also point out the potential importance of this structure
in designing super-collimation-based devices for monochromatic and polychromatic
light.
Finally, we present numerical simulations of anisotropic multilayers that strongly
discriminate certain incidence angles of light, over a broad range of frequencies and
irrespective of polarization. Such systems could improve the efficiency of solar cells.
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Title: Associate Professor of Physics and MacArthur Fellow
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Resonant and light guiding phenomena play a primordial role in photonics both from
a fundamental science perspective and from the stand point of technological appli-
cations. In fact, the advances in nanoparticles research [1], nonlinear optics [2}, and
photonic crystals [3], have generated an intense scientific interest in the exploration of
novel photonics phenomena especially those involving resonances and light guiding.
Moreover, advances in our understanding of the basic physics principles underlying
these two classes of phenomena has paved the way for a wealth of important techno-
logical applications ranging from the design of devices for communication, computing,
and for wireless energy transfer, to the design of efficient terahertz sources and de-
tectors, and also for promising bioniedical technologies.
In this thesis, we theoretically explore five novel photonics phenomena involving
resonances and light guiding. Given the tremendous success of temporal coupled-
mode theory (CMT) [41 in modeling systems involving weakly coupled well-defined
resonances, a description of the resonant phenomena studied in this thesis in the
framework of CMT is therefore very natural and effective. The light guiding phenom-
ena will be investigated by using techniques more suitable for describing light prop-
agation, such as the beam propagation method (BPM), the transfer matrix method
(TMM) [5], and the Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) [6] method.
The first resonance phenomenon concerns the free-space scattering of waves from
resonant objects. We develop a general CMT-based approach useful for studying res-
onant scattering and absorption of waves in any linear wave system with well-defined
resonances. In particular, we apply this approach to explore the resonant scattering
and absorption of electromagnetic plane waves from arbitrary-sized spherically syn-
metrical resonant objects as well as from point-like resonators of arbitrary symmetry.
We also illustrate how the well-known analytical descriptions of resonance fluores-
cence and Breit-Wigner neutron scattering can also be reproduced using this simple
and intuitive approach. The proposed and derived analytical CMT results for the
resonant scattering and absorption cross sections of light provide a more elaborate
understanding of how the resonant cross sections are affected by the resonance pa-
rameters, and are also substantiated by exact numerical Mie calculations [7, 8} as well
as by previously explored limiting cases [8, 9}.
The second resonance phenomenon that we study concerns an (Electromagneti-
cally Induced Transparency) EIT-like scheme for achieving a more efficient and weakly
radiative wireless energy transfer between two identical resonant objects. The scheme
is based on mediating the transfer through an intermediate resonant object having
the same resonant frequency as that of the identical objects between which energy is
transferred. In Chapter 3, we use CMT to analyze the problem and illustrate how it
mirrors the EIT process [101 in which a complete adiabatic population transfer takes
place between two quantum states; the EIT-like energy transfer scheme essentially
makes use of the adiabatic evolution of an instantaneous (so called "dark") eigenstate
of the coupled 3-object system, which is achieved by introducing a slow meticulously
chosen time variation of the coupling rates. We illustrate this scheme in the spe-
cial case when the resonant objects are inductively-coupled resonant loops. We also
explore how the performance (efficiency and radiative losses) of this wireless energy
transfer depends on the various relevant parameters of the system.
Third, we develop a CMT analytical model for the behavior of a polarization
source embedded in a general photonic structure. The well-known Purcell effect [11]
describes the emission from an oscillating point dipole at a fixed position in a struc-
ture. In Chapter 4, we generalize the Purcell effect to the case when the polarization
source has arbitrary spatio-temporal dependence and when the photonic structure
itself involves any sort of nonlinearities, gain or loss. Based on this model, we inves-
tigate the criteria needed to achieve an enhancement in nonlinear effects in general,
and then infer a special design for producing an efficient source of terahertz radiation
by optical rectification in a nonlinear photonic crystal structure. We validate our
analytical expression for the electric field induced by the polarization source against
exact numerical FDTD results, and subsequently propose our analytical approach as
a potential substitute for the more numerically intensive FDTD method, especially
in problems involving frequencies that range over many orders of magnitude.
The fourth (light-guiding) phenomenon that we investigate concerns broadband
super-collimation in photonic crystals. While the supercollimation phenomenon was
originally described by Kosaka [121, and subsequently by several other groups [13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 181, the nondiffractive propagation in these studies is restricted to
a very narrow frequency range, and its observation is therefore very much sensitive
to variations in the frequency of the propagating monochromatic beam. In Chapter
5, we exploite relevant features such as the flatness of "tight-binding"-like bands in
waveguide arrays and the discrete translational symmetry in 2D PhCs in order to
design a hybrid PhC structure that supports supercollimation over a broad frequency
range. We optimize this hybrid structure so as to maximize the frequency range
over which supercollimation is sustained. We then illustrate the advantages of the
supercollimation mechanism in this proposed hybrid structure compared to that in
[16] and also in the waveguide array structure.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we describe a novel class of material systems that strongly
discriminate light based on the angle of incidence, over a broad frequency range
and irrespective of the polarization. This class of materials is very promising for
solar energy applications as it can significantly boost the efficiency of solar-energy
conversion [19, 20, 21, 22] by transmitting sunlight incident at a well-defined angle
and reflecting outward thermal emission losses (in all other angles) back to the device.
We use the transfer matrix method to explore how one could achieve this angular
discrimination by using a properly designed ID PhC with anisotropic layer materials.
Chapter 2
Coupled mode theory for general
free-space resonant scattering of
waves *
2.1 Introduction
Coupled mode theory (CMT) [4} has been tremendously successful in modeling a wide
variety of systems that can entail any number of resonant objects weakly coupled to
each other and/or to any number of incoming and outgoing ports. As long as the
couplings are weak, and the resonances are well defined, CMT provides an extraor-
dinarily simple and intuitive, yet very accurate analytical framework for modeling
resonant behavior of complex systems whose more exact models can often be quite
involved. Some examples of systems where CMT is being widely and successfully
explored include: optical waveguides and cavities, electronic resonant circuits, and
coupled mechanical resonances. In this chapter, it will be shown for the first time
that the resonant scattering of freely propagating waves from resonant objects of 2D
cylindrical or 3D spherical symmetry, can also be very accurately modeled using very
simple CMT analytical expressions; the resonant objects can themselves entail more
*Rafif E. Hamam, Aristeidis Karalis, J. D. Joannopoulos, and Marin Soljaei6, Phys. Rev. A 75,
053801 (2007).
than one weakly coupled resonance. This technique can also often be used to ana-
lyze scattering from point-like objects (i.e. objects much smaller than the incident
wavelength), even when their substructure does not strictly obey 2D cylindrical or
3D spherical symmetry. /the proposed approach can be applied to almost any free-
space wave system; we illustrate it by modeling three well known resonant scattering
systems: scattering of light from spherically symmetric resonant objects, scattering
of light from atoms (resonance fluorescence), and for quantum mechanical scattering
of neutrons off of nuclei.
2.2 Outline of CMT approach
Briefly, the general outline of our approach is as follows. First, one exploits the
spherical (cylindrical) symmetry of the problem by placing the resonant scatterer
at the origin, and decomposing the incoming wave into a discrete set of spherical
(cylindrical) modes. Only a subset of these free-space modes will have the same
angular symmetry as the dominant radiating modes of the scatterer, thus being able
to couple with them. Second, we identify those free-space spherical (cylindrical)
modes, which are capable of coupling to the scatterer, as the "ports" for the CMT
framework: in practice, there will typically be only very few such modes. Next, the
CMT coupling strength between the ports and the radiating modes of the scatterer
is evaluated using the knowledge of the lifetimes of the resonances. Finally, the
standard CMT framework is used to calculate powers that are dissipated, and/or
scattered between the ports, from which various dissipation and/or scattering cross
sections of interest can be trivially evaluated.
2.3 Light scattering from spherically symmetrical
resonant objects
As a first illustrative example, we use the CMT formalism to analyze the specific
case of an electromagnetic plane wave in air of wavelength A = a and intensity
1 o incident on a spherically symmetric weakly absorbing resonant object of outer-
most radius b. The nature of the resonances in this system are long-lived whispering
gallery electromagnetic modes of the scatterer. Theoretical attempts [7, 8] to under-
stand quantitatively the scattering and absorption of light by small particles started
almost a century ago with the Rayleigh approximation and the Mie theory. Rayleigh
treatment is limited to non-resonant scattering; Mie solution to the problem is exact
and applies to spheres of arbitrary size, but it is mainly a numerical solution that
cannot be accomplished without resorting to a robust code. An empirical formula
for the resonant light scattering from metal nanoparticles has been presented [23, 24]
based on Mie calculations. In contrast, we present here an analytical CMT treatment
of the resonant light scattering from any spherically symmetric resonant object.
First, the scatterer is placed at the origin, and is described by a dielectric per-
mittivity function E(r) and a magnetic permeability p(r), both spherically sym-
metric. The resonant modes of the scatterer: Mo,nem, Me,mem, No,nem and Ne,nem,
are generated from the solutions dto,nm Re (kar) Pm (cos 0) sin (mp) and #e,nem
Re (kar) Pmn (cos 9) cos (mV) of the scalar wave equation in spherical coordinates, as
follows: Vm  x (r Ontm) and Nnem - , , Pmn (cos 9) being the associated
Legendre function of the first kind, and kn being the wavevector of the resonant
mode. In the limit r >> b, the radial part Rt(knr) of the generating function #ntm,
behaves as the Hankel function of the first kind hfl) (knr). Next, we expand the in-
cident plane wave in terms of the multipoles of radiation: [7] in = Zoe(kz-t) -
Eoe- I Te', ',+ [',1 - iNS'e, , where I',i and N',ei are vector spherical har-
monies obtained from the generating function 0#', je, (kr) Pt, (cos 9) ( Note
that the major difference between the generating function # of the resonant modes,
and the generating function #' of the multipoles lies in that the radial part of the
latter is the spherical Bessel function je' (kr), whereas the radial part of the former
is some function Re (knr) that depends on the specific composition of the scatterer,
and behaves as hfl) (knr) far from the scatterer's outermost radius b. The intensity
1o of the incident plane wave is related to its electric field amplitude by Io = y 1Eo12
where E, is the permittivity of free space. The power PC'') incident onto the scatterer,
and carried by the f' component of the plane wave, is obtained by integrating the
Poynting vector corresponding to the incident part of that component (oc h, (kr))
over any closed surface enclosing the spherically symmetric resonant object; it is eas-
iest to evaluate the surface integral over a very large sphere centered at the origin.
The result is:
P = 5 da = 1 A Io(2/' + 1) (2.1)
4 2-r
If the incident wave has angular frequency w = ck which is close to the resonance
frequency wres of the scatterer in the TE mode Mo,nni, then this wave will excite
the mode M0,ne1 with an amplitude proportional to at, say. The scattered power
Pscat is precisely the leaky power of this mode; it can be obtained by integrating the
Poynting vector of this mode over any large spherical surface enclosing the scatterer.
This results in Pscat Oc [a| 2. Only the component oC M'o,e1 in the plane wave, with
f' = E, couples to the scatterer. Thus, we identify this mode with the s+, port of our
CMT diagram shown in Fig. 2-1, and we associate the power 1s+t12 incident through
this port, with P(e): is+f -2
Let a represent the scatterer's resonant mode amplitude, normalized such that
Ja| 2 is equal to the energy in the resonant object. Let 1/Trad and 1/Tabs denote the
decay rates due to radiation and absorption, respectively. The corresponding quality
factors are
Qrad = WresTrad _ WresIa1 (2.2)2 Pscat
and
Qabs = WresTabs __ wresIa 2(23)
'~bs= 2 Pabs
As long as Qrad and Qabs are sufficiently large, the CMT equation [4] satisfying energy
conservation and time reversal symmetry is:
da (1 1 2
-=-iwresa- -+ - a+ -- S+e (2.4)di (Tra Tabs Trad
Figure 2-1: Resonant scattering of a plane wave from a spherically symmetric scat-
terer. The top panel shows a schematic, and the bottom panel shows a coupled mode
theory diagram. The resonant mode amplitude is a, while s+t is the amplitude of
the component of the incident wave that has the right symmetry to couple to the
resonant mode of interest.
2 |s+f|2
-> |a|2 T)2 + + 1 )2
But according
fore, using Eq.
to Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3), Pscat =2 |a12 and Pabs = 2 Ia|2, there-(trad Tabs
(2.1), the scattering and dissipation cross sections are given by:
Pscat
oscat 0
Io0
On resonance,
__ __ 
__ 
__ 
___2_ A2
2 (2e + 1)-
( w, )2 + I + 2 2-r
~re G rad Tabs )
abs Tr "Tabs 
cabs = - 2
I0 (Wres - W)2 + +rad Tas 2F
the scattering and absorption cross sections are, respectively:
(2.6)
(2.7)
ares I (1/Trad) 2  (2fscat (1/Trad + 1/Tabs)
rs 
_(1/Trad)(1/Tabs) (2t(1/Trad + 1/Tabs) 2
2
+ 1)-
+21)
A2
(2.8)
(2.9)
The half width at half-maximum (HWHM) of 9scat and abs, are equal, and are given
by:
Fc HMHWHM 1 Trad 1/Tabs (2.10)
Note that Uabs does not depend explicitly on the scatterer's outermost radius b; when
b < A, the geometrical cross section rb2 of the spherical object is much smaller than
cabs (- A2). This reproduces the known fact [9] that a small resonant object can
absorb much more than the light incident on it: abs > rb2.
To test the validity of our analytical formalism, we compare our CMT predictions
to numerical results, in the special case of a homogeneous nonpermeable dielectric
sphere of radius b. In this case, the resonance frequency wres is given approximately
by [24] 2z for NV
b [r1 fr e,nfl modes, and by ( for M,na1 modes, ze being a zero of
the Ricatti-Bessel function ut(z) = zje(z). The quality factor for absorption is:
[25] Qabs = Re~] 2"real > 1, assuming neal > nin, where E is the dielectricKIM[E] - 2lim
(2.5)
Table 2.1: Cross sections peak values and HWHM.
Qrad = Qabs Qrad = 2 Qabs
(nim = 0.00142) (nim = 0.00284)
MiePlot CMT Error MiePlot CMT Error
orest /7rb 2  9.88 10.12 2.4% 4.6 4.5 2.2%
ars s/b 2  10.03 10.12 0.9% 8.87 8.99 1.4%
F"WHMb/c 0.000153 0.000156 2.0% 0.000243 0.000233 4.0%
IdsWHMb/c 0.000155 0.0001556 0.4% 0.000231 0.000233 0.9%
function of the sphere, r, is the fraction of modal energy inside it, and nrealm are
respectively the sphere's real and imaginary indices of refraction. In the limit of small
nonpermeable spheres and large refractive index, the quality factor Qad for radiation
is given analytically in [24]. When Qad >> 1 and Qabs > 1, the CMT approximation
is valid.
Indeed, for a nonabsorptive sphere (1/TabsO), our analytical formula Eq.(9) re-
produces the result o-eat = (2f + 1) A obtained numerically by van de Hulst [81 for
homogeneous dielectric spheres in the case wb/c < 1. Furthermore, we checked our
analytical expressions against exact numerical results obtained from MiePlot [26 for
the case nreal = 9 and different ratios of Qad. As an illustration, the n = 2 TE mode
Qabs
with 'reb = 0.4971 has Qrad = 3193 and K = 0.99. The scattering cross sections are
shown in Fig. 2-2 (a) for the two cases Qad/Qabs 1 and Qrad/Qabs = 2, whereas the
dissipation cross sections are shown in Fig. 2-2 (b). In addition, a comparison between
the analytical and numerical values of o-s oia, Fr HHM and rIHWHM is presented
in Table 2.1, together with the relative errors, which are indeed very small, thus
justifying the validity of the CMT approach. Lastly, we also verified our analytical
expressions for homogeneous dielectric spheres with radius b both equal to and larger
than A, and obtained good agreement. However, in these cases, the non-resonant
background contribution (~0 rb2 ) to the cross section dominates over the resonant
part (~ A2/2-r); thus, the resonant phenomenon, although well-modeled, is not very
pronounced.
o MiePlot (Qrad =Qabs)
- CMT (Qrad= Qabs)
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Figure 2-2: Comparison between MiePlot results and coupled mode theory pre-
dictions for a homogeneous nonpermeable dielectric sphere of radius b, in the cases
Qrad = Qabss and Qrad = 2 Qab,.(a) Scattering cross section. (b) Absorption cross
section.
2.4 Resonant light scattering from point-like ob-
jects of arbitrary symmetry
In the above treatment of scattering from a spherically symmetric resonant object,
the angular symmetry of the scatterer's resonant modes was exactly the same as that
of the electric and magnetic multipoles of radiation, irrespective of scatterer's size or
radial composition. Hence, only one multipole component of the incident plane wave,
was scattered at resonance. Now, if we consider an arbitrary resonant scatterer (not
necessarily of spherical or cylindrical symmetry), such that its size is- much smaller
than the wavelength of light illuminating it, then the far field of the resonant mode
can be expanded in terms of the electric and magnetic multipoles. However, given the
small size of the resonant object, high-order multipoles contribute only a little to the
far field, since those modes of large angular momentum are highly delocalized from
the small region of space occupied by the object. Hence, the far field of the resonant
mode can be well approximated in terms of the lowest few multipoles of radiation.
Typically, for small enough objects, only one of these multipoles will be the dominant
mode of radiation. Most often, this mode will be electric dipole; if that one turns out
to be prohibited, the dominant mode will be magnetic dipole, or electric quadrupole,
etc. In this case, our CMT formalism can also be applied, and the resonant scattering
cross section derived above is still valid. If the dominant mode of radiation is electric
or magnetic dipole, one uses Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) with f = 1. If the dominant
mode of radiation is electric or magnetic quadrupole, one uses Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7)
with f = 2. Examples of such objects include: photonic micro-cavities, metallic nano-
particles, resonant radio antennas (whose size is much smaller than the wavelength
of the radio wave they couple to), atoms, etc.
2.5 Light scattering from atoms
As an example of point-like systems, we now consider the resonant scattering of
radiation from atomic electrons. In this case, the scattering cross section can be found
[27] phenomenologically from a simple classical model: the binding of an electron to its
atom is represented by a spherically symmetric linear restoring force -melectronwes,
where r- is the displacement of the electron from its equilibrium position, and wres
is the resonant frequency of electronic oscillation. For an incident plane wave Einc
of frequency w, the electric force on the electron is -eEinc. Taking into account
the small reactive effects of radiation, one can write an equation of motion for the
electron (in the electric dipole approximation), and solve it for r. A resistive term
melectron' rab is added to the equation of motion in order to account for dissipation.
The scattering cross section can then be deduced from the expression of the radiated
electric field of the oscillating dipole. Following this approach, one obtains: [27
3A2 W 4  (2/Trad) 2
27 w2 (W2 w 2 ) 2 + W2 (2/Trad + 2/Tabs) 2
where - ' andT 2 . For W close to Wres, this can be expanded to:
Trad 2 3 melectronc
3A2  (1/Trad) 2
oscat ~(.227r (Wres - W) 2 + (1/Trad + 1/rabs) (2
In a similar fashion, one obtains:
3A 2  (1/Trad) (1/Tabs)
cabs 2 /ab) (2.13)2w (wres - Uo) 2 + (1/Trad + 1/as)2
Exactly the same expressions for Uscat and Uabs can alternatively be obtained using our
CMT approach, as a special case of Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) respectively, corresponding
to f = 1. The CMT treatment is still valid in this case, because the scatterer's
resonant modes have the same symmetry as before, and hence the coupling of the
incident plane wave to them is the same. The reason that the approach outlined above,
predicts only the e = 1 case of the more general CMT result, is that it represents the
system by an oscillating electric dipole, and hence describes only the coupling of the
electric dipole mode Ne.,,n for which f = 1.
So far, classical models of atomic transitions succeeded in explaining only the elec-
tric dipole transition: magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole, and higher order atomic
transitions, required a quantum mechanical analysis. In contrast, our phenomeno-
logical CMT formalism can be used to excellently reproduce quantum mechanical
predictions for atomic transitions: electric or magnetic, dipole, quadrupole or any of
the higher order ones.
2.6 Breit-Wigner scattering of neutrons from nu-
clei
Besides their applicability to resonance fluorescence, Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) are also
reminiscent of the Breit-Wigner (BW) formula for resonant scattering of neutrons
from nuclei in compound nucleus reactions. This is not unexpected since "CMT-like"
equations emerge throughout the derivation of the Breit-Wigner formula [28, 29].
Using the CMT formalism, we present here an alternative derivation of BW as an ex-
ample of quantum mechanical resonant scattering. The nucleus (scatterer) is placed
at the origin, and creates a localized central potential U(r). The quasi-stationary
states entm( Re(knr)Pjn(cos0)eimY) for a neutron in this potential have energies
Ene, with corresponding lifetimes Tu. In the region outside the localized nucleus' po-
tential, the radial part Rt(knr) of the quasi-stationary states is given by the Hankel
function of the first kind: Re(kar) c h('(kar), since the potential is zero there.
The incident neutron, of mass me, is assumed to be moving in the z direction,
and is represented by a plane wavefunction: 4.c_ = Aei(kz-wt), where A is deter-
mined by normalization. The neutron's wavefunction @ine can be expanded in a basis
consisting of the vacuum (U(r)=O) eigenstates in spherical coordinates, as follows:
00
irc = A E i" (2f' + 1) je' (kr) P (cos 0). The probability current density associated
f'=0
with the f' component, 0", of inc is: f(' (, t) = -Im , and
the corresponding probability per unit time is: p(e) = f(') - da- (2f' + 1) rh 1
mnV k
where V = 1/A12 is the volume of the system. If the incident neutron has energy
E(= k) very close to the energy Enj of the quasi-stationary state #ntm of a neutron
in the- localized nuclear potential, then the only component of the incident neutron's
wavefunction @ic that couples to the nucleus is i%; this is because (0nm | 'inc) is
nonzero only for = f' and m = 0. Therefore, the probability per unit time that the
neutron interacts with the nucleus is p(t), and we identify p(') with Is~t|2 in our CMT
formalism: p(t) 1s+f2. Once the neutron couples resonantly with the nucleus, its
wavefunction is given by the quasi-stationary state #nto, with amplitude afe satisfying
the following CMT equation:
dant .Ent 1 2
= -z a1 e - -ant + -s+t (2.14)
dt h T rtu
where = - is the total rate of decay in all possible channels, and 1 - _h h Irne h
is the decay rate in the same initial channel. In analogy with Eq. (2.5), we have:
lan (E- ni)_ +r 2. The reaction rate at which the neutron's initial state 02
changes to is: 2 = (E-Ee) +,2 Is+el . This is also equal to the product
of the flux -- of incident neutrons and the cross section U(#b -- channelf) for
V Mn Zflc
decay into channel f. Therefore:
47r J'iff
(i -+ f) =- (2f + 1) -E) 2 f (2.15)
k2 (E - En')2 + r2
This result reproduces the well-known Breit-Wigner formula [30] obtained as a solu-
tion to a resonant scattering problem in quantum mechanics.
2.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown in this chapter how to apply CMT to model the resonant
scattering/absorption of free-space waves from resonant objects, and we illustrated
this approach by applying it to three particular physical systems. In general, this ap-
proach could be useful for almost any free-space wave system, as long as the scatterer's
resonances are well defined, and the scatterer is either sufficiently smaller than the
wavelength or else has 2D cylindrical or 3D spherical symmetry. In the next chapter,
we will use CMT again to study the mechanism of wireless energy transfer through
resonant near-field coupling between two high-Q resonant objects having the same
resonant frequency. We will develop and analyze an adiabatic energy transfer scheme
that improves on the performance of the previously studied resonant wireless energy
transfer schemes, both in terms of increasing the transfer efficiency and reducing the
amount of undesirable radiation.
Chapter 3
Efficient weakly-radiative wireless
energy transfer: An EIT-like
approach*
3.1 Introduction
The decade has witnessed a considerable interest in energy issues, such as safe gen-
eration of renewable energy, energy storage and management, etc... In particular,
there is a substantial recent interest [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] in enabling efficient and safe
wireless energy transfer, motivated by the increased involvement of autonomous elec-
tronic devices (e.g. laptops, cell phones, household robots) in almost all aspects of
our everyday lives, and the need to charge those devices repeatedly. In this respect,
wireless nonradiative energy transfer schemes have been recently proposed [36, 37]
based on strong coupling between electromagnetic resonances. In this chapter, we
explore a somewhat different scheme of efficient energy transfer between resonant
objects coupled in some general way. Instead of transferring energy directly between
the two resonant objects, an intermediate resonant object will be used to mediate
the transfer. The intermediate object is chosen such as to couple very strongly to
*Rafif E. Hamam, Aristeidis Karalis, J. D. Joannopoulos, and Marin Solja6id, Annals of Physics
324, 1783, (2009).
each of the objects involved in the energy transfer (i.e. much more strongly than the
other two objects couple to each other). In practice, enabling such strong coupling
will usually come with a price; in typical situations, the mediating object will often
be substantially radiative. Yet, surprisingly enough, the proposed "indirect" energy
transfer scheme will be shown to be efficient and weakly-radiative by merely intro-
ducing a meticulously chosen time variation of the coupling rates. The inspiration
as to why the particular time variation had to work so well comes from a quantum
interference phenomenon, known in the atomic physics community as Electromagnet-
ically Induced Transparency (EIT) [38]. In EIT, 3 atomic states participate. Two
of them (which are non-lossy) are coupled to one that has substantial losses. How-
ever, by meticulously controlling the mutual couplings between the states, one can
establish a coupled system which is overall non-lossy. This manifests itself in that a
medium that is originally highly opaque to some laser pulse (called "probe" laser),
can be made transparent by sending through it another laser pulse (called "Stokes"
laser), provided that the temporal overlap between the two pulses is properly cho-
sen. A closely related phenomenon known as Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage
(STIRAP) [10, 39, 40] takes place in a similar system; namely, the probe and Stokes
laser can be used to achieve a complete coherent population transfer between two
molecular states of the medium. Hence, we refer to the currently proposed scheme as
the "EIT-like" energy transfer scheme.
To set the stage for our proposed indirect energy transfer scheme, we will first
consider (in section 3.2) one concrete example of wireless energy transfer between
two resonant capacitively-loaded conducting-wire loops [36), and show how the indi-
rect EIT-like scheme can be made more efficient and less-radiative in this particular
system than the direct scheme, by including proper time variations in the coupling
rates. In section 3.3, we analyze the underlying physical mechanism which turns out
to be applicable not just to "wireless" energy transfer, but more generally to any sort
of energy transfer between resonant objects. The analysis will be based on temporal
coupled mode theory (CMT) [4), which is a valid description for well-defined reso-
nances with large quality factors. In section 3.4, we study the general case of EIT-like
energy transfer, how the transferred and lost energies vary with the rates of coupling
and loss, both with and without time variation of the coupling rates; we also inves-
tigate the range of relevant parameters in which the radiated energy is substantially
reduced by using the EIT-like scheme.
3.2 An illustrative example of an EIT-like system
We start with a concrete case of wireless energy transfer between two identical res-
onant conducting loops, labelled by L1 and L3. The loops are capacitively-loaded
and couple inductively via their mutual inductance. Let rA denote the loops' radii,
NA their numbers of turns, and bA the radii of the wires making the loops. We also
denote by D 13 the center-to-center separation between the loops. Resonant objects of
this type have two main loss mechanisms: ohmic absorption, and far-field radiation.
Using the same theoretical method from [361, we find that for rA = 7cm, bA =6mm,
and NA =15 turns, the quality factors for absorption and radiation are respectively,
Q(A) 2 7f/F(A) = 3.19 x 104 and Q(A) 27f/F(A) = 2.6 x 105 at a resonant fre-
quency f = 1.8 x 107Hz (remember that LI and L3 are identical and have the same
properties). F(A p(A) are respectively the rates of absorptive and radiative loss of
L 1 and L3 , and the rate of coupling between Li and L3 is denoted by K13 . When the
loops are in fixed distinct parallel planes separated by D13 = 1.4m and have their
centers on an axis (C) perpendicular to their planes, as shown in Fig. 3-1 (a) (Left),
the quality factor for inductive coupling is Q, _ 2-rf/K 13 = 1.3 x 104, independent of
time. This configuration of parallel loops corresponds to the largest possible coupling
rate K1 3 at the particular separation D1 3 . We denote the amplitude of the electric
field of the resonant mode of L1 by a1 , and that of L3 by a3 . As long as all the quality
factors involved are large enough, the time evolution of the mode amplitudes a1 and
a3 can be modelled according to the following temporal CMT equations [4]:
dat = -(W + IA) a1 + iZ 13 a3  (3.1)
das
-p= -(iW + FA) a 3 + ii 1 3 ai (3.2)dt
where w = 27rf is the angular resonance frequency, and FA = f( + I). The mode
amplitudes ai(t) and a3(t) are normalized such that lai(t)|2 and a3(t)12 represent,
respectively, the energies in L1 and L3 at time t: E1 (t) Iai (t)12 and E 3 (t) - Ia3 (t)| 2.
Starting with 100% of the total energy being initially in Li (i.e. |a3(t = 0)|2 = 0),
we find that the energy transferred to L 3 is maximum at time ta = 4774.6(1/f), and
constitutes 29% of the initial total energy, as shown in Fig. 3-1 (a) (Right). The
energies radiated Erad(ta) and absorbed Eabs,(ta) up to time ta constitute respectively
7.2% and 58.1% of the initial total energy, with 5.8% of the energy remaining in L1 .
The CMT expressions used for Erad(ta) and Eabs,(ta) are given by:
ta
Erad(ta) 1(2 r|aditI 2 ± 2 Aa3 (tI2)dt (3.3)
0
ta
Eabs(ta) = 1(2 a1(t)2 + 2 Fa, a3( dt (3.4)
0
In order to improve the efficiency of the energy transfer from the current ~ 30%,
we now consider different ways to boost the energy transferred from L1 to L 3 while
keeping the distance D13 separating them fixed. Since the relative orientations of
the two loops are already chosen to yield the maximum K13, we no longer have much
flexibility in improving the efficiency of transfer between these given resonant objects
at the same separation D 13. So, we introduce an intermediate resonant object that
couples strongly to both L1 and L3 , while having the same resonant frequency as
both of them. For the sake of illustration in the particular concrete system under
consideration, we also take that mediator to be a capacitively-loaded conducting-wire
loop, and we label it by L 2. We place L 2 at equal distance (D 12 = D 23 = D13/2 =
0.7m) from Li and L3 such that its axis also lies on the same axis (C), and we orient
it such that its plane is parallel to the planes of L1 and L3. In order for L 2 to couple
strongly to L 1 and L 3 , its size needs to be substantially larger than the size of L1
and L3 . However this increase in the size of L 2 has a considerable drawback in the
sense that it is also accompanied by a significant increase in the undesired radiated
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Figure 3-1: Wireless energy transfer in an exemplary system: (a) (Left) Schematic of
loops configuration in 2-object direct transfer. (Right) Time evolution of energies in
the 2-object direct energy transfer case. (b) (Left) Schematic of 3-loops configuration
in the constant-rK case. (Right) Dynamics of energy transfer for the configuration
in (b) (Left). Note that the total energy transferred E3 is two times larger than in(a) (Right), but at the price of the total energy radiated being four times larger.
(c) (Left) Loop configuration at t=O in the EIT-like scheme. (Center) Dynamics of
energy transfer with EIT-like rotating loops. (Right) Loop configuration at t = tEIT-
Note that E3 is comparable to (b) (Right), but the radiated energy is now much
smaller: In fact, it is comparable to (a) (Right).
Q2t=0O
0 L3
energy. This feature is quite generic for the resonant systems of this type: stronger
coupling can often be enabled by increasing the objects' size, but it implies stronger
radiation from the object in question. Large radiation is often undesirable because it
could lead to far-field interference with other RF systems, and in some systems also
because of safety concerns. For rB = 70cm, bB = 1.5cm, and NB = 1 turn, we get
Q(B) 27f /I() = 7706, Q(B) 2r /f =(B) 400, and Q, 27rf/K12 = Q1 = 180
at f 1.8 x 107Hz. A schematic diagram of the 3-loops configuration is depicted in
Fig. 3-1 (b) (Left). If we denote the amplitude of the E-field of the resonance mode
in L 2 by a2 , then the CMT equations can be written as:
dai
dt = -(iw + FA)al ± il 12 a2  (3.5)
da2
dt = -(iw + FB)a2 + ikl2ai + iK 2 3 a3  (3.6)
das
dt = -(iw ± FA)a 3 + ir 2 3 a2  (3.7)
Note that since the coupling rates K12 and K2 3 are ~ 70 times larger than r13, we can
ignore the direct coupling between L1 and L3 , and focus only on the indirect energy
transfer through the intermediate loop L 2. If initially all the energy is placed in L 1,
i.e. if E2 (t = 0) _ Ja2 (t = 0)12 = 0 and E3 (t = 0) _ |a 3(t = 0)12 = 0, then the
optimum in energy transferred to L3 occurs at a time tb = 129.2(1/f), and is equal
to E 3 (tb) = 61.50%. The energy radiated up to tb is Erad(tb) = 31.1%, while the
energy absorbed is Eabs(tb) = 3.3%, and 4.1% of the initial energy is left in L 1. Thus
while the energy transferred, now indirectly, from L1 to L3 has increased by a factor
of 2 relative to the 2-loops direct transfer case, the energy radiated has undesirably
increased by a significant factor of 4. Also note that the transfer time in the 3-loops
case is now ~ 35 times shorter than in the 2-loops direct transfer because of the
stronger coupling rate. The dynamics of the energy transfer in the 3-loops case is
shown in Fig. 3-1 (b) (Right), where the expressions used for Erad(tb) and Eabs(tb)
are given by:
tb
EradFt) J ( raada1(t) 12 + 2 jaaa2(t)I 2 + ,^aa(t)|2 )dt (3.8)
0
tb
Eabs(tb) = (2F1A|ia1(t) +2 +1 2Pgja 2(t) 2 + A asIa3 (t) 2 ) dt (3.9)
0
Thus the switch from 2-loops direct transfer to 3-loops indirect transfer had an
expected significant improvement in efficiency, but it came with the undesirable effect
of increased radiated energy. Let us now consider some modifications to the 3-loops
indirect transfer scheme, aiming to reduce the total radiated energy back to its rea-
sonable value in the 2-loops direct transfer case, while maintaining the total energy
transfer at a level comparable to Fig. 3-1 (b). As shown in Fig. 3-1 (c) (Left and
Right), we will keep the orientation of L 2 fixed, and start initially (t=0) with L 1 per-
pendicular to L 2 and L 3 parallel to L 2, then uniformly rotate L1 and L3, at the same
rates, until finally, at (t = tEIT), L1 becomes parallel to L 2 and L3 perpendicular to
it, where we stop the transfer process. This process can be modeled by the following
time variation in the coupling rates:
r12(t)= r sin (rt/2tEIT) (3.10)
r'23 (t) = K COS (7E12tEIT)
for 0 < t < tEIT, and Q, = 180.1 as before. By using the same CMT analysis as in
Eq. (3.5-7), we find, in Fig. 3-1 (c) (Center), that for tEIT 1989.4(1/f), an optimum
transfer of 61.2% can be achieved at tc = 1,798.5(1/f), with only 8.2% of the initial
energy being radiated, 28.6% absorbed, and 2% left in L 1. This is quite remarkable:
by simply rotating the loops during the transfer, the energy radiated has dropped by
a factor of 4, while keeping the same 61% level of the energy transferred, although the
instantaneous coupling rates are now smaller than n. This considerable decrease in
radiation is on first sight quite counterintuitive, because the intermediate resonator
L 2 , which mediates all the energy transfer, is highly radiative (~ 650 times more
radiative than Li and L3), and there is much more time to radiate, since the whole
process lasts 14 times longer than in Fig. 3-1 (b).
A clue to the physical mechanism behind this surprising result can be obtained
by observing the differences between the green curves in Fig. 3-1 (b) and Fig. 3-1 (c).
Unlike the case of constant coupling rates, depicted in Fig. 3-1 (b), where the amount
of energy ultimately transferred to L3 goes first through the intermediate loop L 2, in
the case of time-varying coupling rates, shown in Fig. 3-1 (c), there is almost little
or no energy in L 2 at all times during the transfer. In other words, the energy is
transferred quite efficiently from L1 to L 3 , mediated by L 2 without ever being in the
highly radiative intermediate loop L2. (Note that direct transfer from L 1 to L3 is
identically zero here since L1 is always perpendicular to L3, so all the energy transfer
is indeed mediated through L 2). This surprising phenomenon is actually quite similar
to the well-known electromagnetically induced transparency [38] (EIT), which enables
complete population transfer between two quantum states through a third lossy state,
coupled to each of the other two states.
3.3 Physical mechanism behind EIT-like energy
transfer scheme
We note that the mechanism explored in the previous section is not restricted to
wireless energy transfer between inductively coupled loops, but its scope extends
beyond, to the general case of energy transfer between resonant objects (henceforth
denoted by Ri) coupled in some general way. So, all the rest of this chapter falls in this
general context, and the only constraints for the EIT-like scheme are that the three
resonant objects have the same resonance angular frequency, which we denote by W,
that all quality factors be large enough for CMT to be valid, and that the initial and
final resonant objects have the same loss rate 1A. R1 and R 3 will be assumed to have
negligible mutual interactions with each other, while each of them can be strongly
coupled to R2 . However, as is often the case in practice of wireless power transfer
[36], R2 's strong coupling with other objects will be assumed to be accompanied with
its inferior loss properties compared to R1 and R 3, usually in terms of substantially
larger radiation losses. To analyze the problem in detail, we start by rewriting the
CMT Eq. (3.5-7) in matrix form, and then diagonalizing the resulting time evolution
operator 0(t).
ai -(iwo + FA) iK12 0 a1  a1
a2  i12 -(io + FR) iK23 a2  0(t) a2
a3  0 K23 -(iwo + PA) a3  a3
(3.12)
In the special case where the coupling rates K12 and K23 are constant and equal, Eq.
(12) admits a simple analytical solution, presented in the appendix. In the more
general case of time dependent and unequal coupling rates K12 (t) and K2 3 (t), the
CMT operator 0(t) has an interesting feature which results from the fact that one of
its eigenstates, V1, with complex eigenvalue A, = -(i 0 + PA), has the form
-K23
K12
(n122+ (r23)2
This eigenstate V1 is the most essential building block of our proposed efficient weakly-
radiative energy transfer scheme, because it has no energy at all in the intermediate
(lossy) resonator R2 , i. e. a2 (t) = 0 V t whenever the 3-object system is in state V1.
In fact if FA -+ 0, then the EIT-like energy transfer scheme can be made completely
nonradiative, no matter how large is the radiative rate F, as shown in Fig. 3-2.
Moreover, if the 3-object system is in state V1, then '12 = 0 corresponds to all the
system's energy being in R 1, while K23 = 0 corresponds to all the system's energy being
in R 3. So, the important considerations necessary to achieve efficient weakly radiative
energy transfer, consist of preparing the system initially in state V1,. Thus, if at t = 0
all the energy is in R 1, then one should have K1 2 (t = 0) = 0 and K23 (t = 0) :/ 0. In the
loops' case where coupling is performed through induction, these values for K12 and
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Figure 3-2: Energy transfer with time-varying coupling rates, for FA = 0, /PB =
10, K12 = K sin(lrt/(2tEIT)), and K23 = , cos(7rt/(2tEIT)).
K23 correspond to exactly the same configuration that we had considered in Fig. 3-1
(c), namely starting with Li _ L 2 and L3 || L 2. In order for the total energy of
the system to end up in R 3, we should have K1 2 (t = tEIT) 4 0 and r 23 (t = tEIT) = 0-
This ensures that the initial and final states of the 3-object system are parallel to
V1. However, a second important consideration is to keep the 3-object system at all
times in V1(t), even as K12 (t) and K23 (t) are varied in time. This is crucial in order
to prevent the system's energy from getting into the intermediate object R 2 , which
may be highly radiative as in the example of Fig. 3-1, and requires changing r,12 (t)
and r 23 (t) slowly enough so as to make the entire 3-object system adiabatically follow
the time evolution of V (t). The criterion for adiabatic following can be expressed, in
analogy to the population transfer case [10], as
V2,3 I< |A2,3 - Ai| (3.14)
where V2 and V3 are the remaining two eigenstates of O(t), with corresponding eigen-
values A2 and A3. In principle, one would think of making the transfer time tEIT as
long as possible to ensure adiabaticity. However there is a limitation on how slow
the transfer process can optimally be, imposed by the losses in R1 and R 3. Such a
limitation may not be a strong concern in a typical atomic EIT case, because the
initial and final states there can be chosen to be non-lossy ground states. However,
in our case, losses in R1 and R 3 are not avoidable, and can be detrimental to the
energy transfer process whenever the transfer time tEIT is not less than 1/PA. This
is because, even if the 3-object system is carefully kept in Vi at all times, the total
energy of the system will decrease from its initial value as a consequence of losses in
R1 and R 3. Thus the duration of the transfer should be a compromise between these
two limits: the desire to keep tEIT long enough to ensure near-adiabaticity, but short
enough not to suffer from losses in R1 and R3.
We can now also see in the EIT framework why is it that we got a considerable
amount of radiated energy when the inductive coupling rates of the loops were kept
constant in time, i.e. in constant-K case, like in Fig. 3-1 (b). The reason is that, when
K12 = K23 =const, the energies in R1 and R 3 will always be equal to each other if
the 3-object system is to stay in V1. So one cannot transfer energy from R1 to R3 by
keeping the system purely in state V; note that even the initial state of the system,
in which all the energy is in R1, is not in V, and has nonzero components along the
eigenstates V2 and V3 which implies a finite energy in R 2, and consequently result in
an increased radiation, especially if I7 > FA as in our concrete example.
Although the analysis presented above, in terms of the adiabatic following of the
eigenstate V1, clarifies why the EIT-like transfer scheme is weakly radiative, this
explanation still seems to be puzzling and somewhat paradoxical. The origin of the
paradox stems from the fact that, in the EIT-like approach, there is no energy at
all in the mediator R 2. That is to say, energy is efficiently transferred through the
intermediate resonator R 2 without ever being in it. This apparent contradiction can
be resolved by looking at the detailed contributions to the time-rate of change of the
energy E 2 in R2 . As we show it in more details in appendix A, the EIT-like approach
ensures that the energy leaves R 2 (to R3) as soon as it reaches R2 (from R1 ).
3.4 Under which conditions is EIT-like approach
beneficial?
In the abstract case of energy transfer from R1 to R3 , where no constraints are
imposed on the relative magnitude of K, ^A FB N, and IF, there is no reason
to think that the EIT-like transfer is always better than the constant- one, in terms
of the transferred and radiated energies. In fact, there could exist some range of the
parameters (i, rd, r Pad b, lBbs), for which the energy radiated in the constant-
K transfer case is less than that radiated in the EIT-like case. For this reason, we
investigate both the EIT-like and constant-K transfer schemes, as we vary all the
crucial parameters of the system. The percentage of energies transferred and lost
(radiated+absorbed) depends only on the relative values of K, PA and FB. Here,
IPA r ,a + ab, and FB =rad + 1 abs. Hence we first calculate and visualize the
dependence of these energies on the relevant parameters K/PB and FB/FA, in the
contour plots shown in Fig. 3-3.
The way the contour plots are calculated is as follows. For each value of (K/PB, FB/PA)
in the adiabatic case, where K1 2 (t) and K23 (t) are given by Eq. (3.10)-(11), one tries a
range of values of tEIT. For each tEIT, the maximum energy transferred E3(%) over
0 < t < tEIT, denoted by max(E3, tEIT), is calculated together with the total energy
lost at that maximum transfer. Next the maximum of max(E 3, tEIT) over all values
of tEIT is selected and plotted as a single point on the contour plot in Fig. 3-3 (a).
We refer to this point as the optimum energy transfer (%) in the EIT-like case for the
particular (K/FB, PB/PA) under consideration. We also plot in Fig. 3-3 (d) the cor-
responding value of the total energy lost (%) at the optimum of E3. We repeat these
calculations for all pairs (K/FB, FB/PA) shown in the contour plots. In the constant-
K transfer case, for each (K/PB, FB/PA), the time evolution of E3(%) and E05 e are
calculated for 0 < t < 2/K, and optimum transfer, shown in Fig. 3-3 (b), refers to the
maximum of E 3 (t) over 0 < t < 2/. The corresponding total energy lost at optimum
constant-K transfer is shown in Fig. 3-3 (e). Now that we calculated the energies of
interest as functions of (K/PB, B//FA), we look for ranges of the relevant parameters
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Figure 3-3: Comparison between the EIT-like and constant- energy transfer
schemes, in the general case: (a) Optimum E 3 (%) in EIT-like transfer, (b) Optimum
E3 (%) in constant-r transfer, (c) (E3)EIT-like /(E3)constant-n, (d) Energy lost (%) at
optimum EIT-like transfer, (e) Energy lost (%) at optimum constant-K transfer, (f)
(Elost)constant- / (Eost)EIT-like-
in which the EIT-like transfer has advantages over the constant-K one. So, we plot the
ratio of (E3)EIT-like/(E3)constant-n in Fig. 3-3 (c), and (Elost)constant-n/(Eost)EIT-like
in Fig. 3-3 (f). We find that, for FB/FA > 50, the optimum energy transferred in the
adiabatic case exceeds that in the constant - K case, and the improvement factor can
be larger than 2. From Fig. 3-3 (f), one sees that the EIT-like scheme can reduce
the total energy lost by a factor of 3 compared to the constant-K scheme, also in the
range PB/FA > 50.
Although one is usually interested in reducing the total energy lost (radiated +
absorbed) as much as possible in order to make the transfer more efficient, the under-
sirable nature of the radiated energy makes it often important to consider reducing
the energy radiated, instead of only considering the total energy lost. For this pur-
pose, we calculate the energy radiated at optimum transfer in both the EIT-like and
constant-K schemes, and compare them. The relevant parameters in this case are
K/PB, PB/PA, ~da/PA, and P3j3/PB. The problem is more complex because the
parameter space is now 4-dimensional. So we focus on those particular cross sec-
tions that can best reveal the most important differences between the two schemes.
From Fig. 3-3 (c) and (f), one can guess that the best improvement in both E3 and
Elost occurs for PB/FA > 500. Moreover, knowing that it is the intermediate object
R 2 that makes the main difference between the EIT-like and constant-K schemes,
being "energy-empty" in the EIT-like case and "energy-full" in the constant-K one,
we first look at the special situation where FA = 0. In Fig. 3-4 (a) and (b), we
show contour plots of the energy radiated at optimum transfer, in the constant-K and
EIT-like schemes respectively, for the particular cross section having PB/PA = 500
and P^ad = 0. Comparing these two figures, one can see that, by using the EIT-like
scheme, one can reduce the energy radiated by a factor of 6.3 or more.
To get a quantitative estimate of the radiation reduction factor in the general case
where ad # 0, we calculate the ratio of energies radiated at optimum transfers in
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Figure 3-4: Comparison between radiated energies in the EIT-like and constant-K
energy transfer schemes: (a) Erad(%) in the constant-K scheme for PB/FA = 500 and
A 0, (b) Erad(%) in the EIT-like scheme for PB/rA = 500 and pA 0 (c)rad inrad 
- c
(Erad)constant-r /(Erad)EIT-like for PB/PA = 50, (d) (Erad)constant- n /(Erad)EIT-like
for PB/P A = 500, (e) [(Erad)constant-r /(Erad)EIT-like] as a function of K/PB and
PB/PA, for rad = 0.
both schemes, namely,
(Erad)constant-
(E- 4)
constant- ,
a onst**t-.(t)|2 + (|a"onstant~(t)I2 + }a- ,(t) dtf {7 car +a IaOt ()
tEIT -like
E17 {F aEIT like t)2 ± EIT-like(t)12 +a EIT-like (t)12) dt
(3.15)
which depends only on ] /,, the time-dependent mode amplitudes, and the op-
timum transfer times in both schemes. The latter two quantities are completely
determined by K/F, and PB/PA. Hence the only parameters relevant to the calcula-
tions of the ratio of radiated energies are Prd/Pd, K/PB, and PB/PA, thus reducing
the dimensionality of the investigated parameter space from 4 down to 3. For conve-
nience, we multiply the first relevant parameter F,/A, by PA/PB, which becomes
(Pad/B) rad/PA), i.e. the ratio of quantities that specify what percentage of
each object's loss is radiated. Next, we calculate the ratio of energies radiated as a
function of (FBad/PB) rad/A) and K/FB, in the two special cases PB/PA= 50,
and PB/PA = 500, and we plot them in Fig. 3-4 (c) and (d) respectively. We also
show, in Fig. 3-4 (e), the dependence of (Erad)constant-K /(Erad)EIT-like on K/PB and
PB/PA, for the special case ,A = 0. As can be seen from Fig. 3-4 (c)-(d), the EIT-
like scheme is less radiative than the constant-K scheme whenever (rad/FB) is larger
than (,ad/FA), and the radiation reduction ratio increases as PB/PA and K/PB are
increased (see Fig. 3-4 (e)).
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an efficient weakly radiative energy transfer scheme between two
identical resonant objects was proposed based on an EIT-like transfer of the energy
through a mediating resonant object with the same resonant frequency. The problem
was analyzed using CMT illustrating how the fundamental principle underlying the
proposed energy transfer scheme is similar to the known EIT process [10] in which
there is complete population transfer between two quantum states. The EIT-like
scheme was then compared to the constant-r-. one, as the relevant parameters of the
system are varied. All this was motivated initially by specializing to the problem
of witricity-like wireless energy transfer between inductively-coupled metallic loops.
However, the proposed scheme, not being restricted to the special type of resonant in-
ductive coupling, is not bound only to wireless energy transfer, and could potentially
find applications in various other unexplored types of coupling between general reso-
nant objects. In fact, in this context, the work presented here generalizes the concept
of EIT, previously known as a quantum mechanical phenomenon that exists in mi-
croscopic systems, to a more general energy transfer phenomenon, between arbitrary
classical resonant objects. The focus was on the particular example of electromagnetic
resonators, but the nature of the resonators and their coupling mechanisms could as
well be quite different, e.g. acoustic, mechanical, etc... In the next chapter, we will
develop a CMT model and investigate the electromagnetic coupling between an ar-
bitrary polarization source and the modes of the photonic structure in which it is
embedded. In particular, we will derive an analytical expression for the electric field
generated by the polarization source in the most general case when the polarization
source has arbitrary spatiotemporal dependence and when the photonic structure it-
self isn't necessarily a photonic crystal and possibly involves nonlinearities, gain, loss,
etc...
Chapter 4
Purcell effect in nonlinear photonic
structures: A coupled mode theory
analysis *
4.1 Introduction
Since the emergence of nonlinear optics [2} in 1961, and the major breakthroughs
[41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] that subsequently marked its growth, the field of nonlinear op-
tics has been producing continuous scientific excitement: Numerous nonlinear optical
phenomena have been discovered, and have significantly impacted scientific progress
in many respects [47, 48, 49, 50, 511. In particular, the generation of terahertz radia-
tion via nonlinear optical techniques, such as optical rectification, difference frequency
generation and parametric generation, presents unique features [52, 53) that are also
proving to be very useful tools for biomedical imaging, sensing, spectroscopy, sam-
ple characterization, etc. This wealth of applications, made possible by nonlinear
phenomena, has necessitated the perpetual quest for improving the efficiency of non-
linear optical processes. In addition to phase matching considerations, the Purcell
effect [11], well known for its ability to control spontaneous emission rates, provides a
*Rafif E. Hamam, Mihai Ibanescu, Evan J. Reed, Peter Bermel, Steven G. Johnson, Erich Ippen,
J. D. Joannopoulos, and Marin Soljaeid, Optics Express 16, 12523, (2008).
hint on how to boost nonlinear conversion efficiencies, by modifying (increasing) the
local density of photonic states (LDOS) at the location of the nonlinear polarization
source. A light source embedded in a photonic structure is known to emit faster when
the LDOS at the source frequency is larger, and this applies for light sources orig-
inating from nonlinear polarization as well. Photonic crystals constitute a versatile
tool for tailoring LDOS, and hence they offer extraordinary opportunities to enhance
nonlinear effects [54], also by exploiting the Purcell effect.
So far, a few proposals have been made to exploit the Purcell effect in order to
improve the nonlinear optical response of photonic crystals. For instance, the effective
medium approach has been used to investigate how the density of states affects the
conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation in a one dimensional photonic
band gap (PBG) structure [55]. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
[56} could also be used to solve the problem numerically [57, 54, 58]. However, a better
comprehension of the problem requires a more elaborate treatment, that elucidates
the implications of the Purcell effect on efficient nonlinear conversion. A method
using Green's function has been developed [59, 601 to calculate the nonlinear optical
response of a photonic crystal to an external polarization source. In this respect,
temporal coupled mode theory [4] (CMT) seems to be of great promise, since it
provides a physically intuitive framework that easily addresses the problem, where
the photonic structure can also exhibit any sort of loss or gain.
In this chapter, we use CMT to study the response of a general photonic structure
to a traveling polarization source of arbitrary extent. As long as CMT is still valid
(i.e. as long as the quality factors are large enough), absorptive and/or radiative
losses, as well as gain, can be modeled. Given the current challenge of making high-
power terahertz sources, we illustrate our general approach, by proposing, for the first
time, a method for efficient generation of terahertz waves by optical rectification in
a two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal. For this purpose, we theoretically investi-
gate sending an optical beam into an appropriately designed 2D nonlinear photonic
crystal, and we use our CMT-based result to calculate the total energy radiated at
terahertz frequencies. Next, we repeat the same calculation for the terahertz gen-
erated energy, but now using the exact FDTD method instead. The obtained close
agreement between the CMT and FDTD results, not only validates our CMT ap-
proach, but it also suggests that our CMT treatment could serve as a substantially
less numerically intensive alternative to the FDTD method, for certain systems of
interest. For instance, in problems involving frequencies and wavelengths that range
over many orders of magnitude, FDTD calculations are very difficult to perform.
However, it is far less intricate to solve such problems by using our CMT-based for-
malism. A specific example of such cases is the generation of terahertz radiation by
optical rectification, where a proper FDTD calculation should involve simultaneously
wavelengths in both the optical and terahertz regimes, resulting in a computational
burden that could go beyond the capabilities of currently available computers. Such
complications, however, are not present if one uses our CMT formalism, instead.
The structure of the chapter is as follows: In section 4.2, we develop the CMT
model and calculate the generated electric field in the most general case. Then,
in section 4.3, we discuss how the Purcell effect follows from our general result, by
calculating the power emitted by a point dipole source. Finally, in section 4.4, we
apply our work to the specific problem of THz generation and compare our results
with FDTD results.
4.2 Coupled-mode-theory model
To start with, we suppose that there exists a polarization source P(?, t) inside a pho-
tonic structure. Let (E, H,) label a mode of the source-free solutions to Maxwell's
equations obtained by using linear real indices of refraction of the photonic structure;
while calculating the modes (En, H,), we assume that the photonic structure does
not involve any loss, gain or nonlinearities. The effects of loss/gain will be addressed
perturbatively below through the use of CMT. Nonlinear effects that are of inter-
est for THz generation are included in the sense that the polarization source itself
is generated through nonlinear effects, starting from some external electric fields of
different frequencies; this polarization source, in turn excites the modes of the struc-
ture. {,(r)/ V(r)}, where b,(r) = E(r)E,(r), form a complete set [3], since they
are eigenmodes of the hermitian operator i V x V x i). The polarization
source P(r, t) induces in the structure electromagnetic fields E(r-, t) and $(?, t). If we
denote the electric displacement vector by D(r, t), then D(r, t)/ e(r) e((, t)
can be expressed as a linear superposition [3] of D,(r)/E() = e()$(). Hence,
we can write
E(r, t) = av(t) E-) (4.1)
fd3rf( E.)
where a, is the amplitude of the mode labeled by v, normalized such that la,1 2 is the
total energy in that particular mode.
A note about the mode labeling is in place. For a uniform medium, the modes are
labeled by the wavevector k and polarization o-, hence v is to be identified with (k, o)
in this case. For a photonic crystal, it is most convenient to label the modes by a band
index n, a polarization o-, and a Bloch wavevector k that lies in the first Brillouin
zone. Therefore, we identify v = (n, k, o) for photonic crystals. For a finite photonic
crystal structure, the allowed values of k consistent with boundary conditions, are
discrete. However, for infinite photonic crystal structures, there is a continuum of
allowed values of k, and the sum in Eq. (4.1) transforms into a discrete sum over n
and an integral over k.
Treating each mode as a CMT port, the CMT equation for the mode amplitude
a. becomes [4]
da, -iw,,a, - (r' ~d + r' - [')a, + K~s (4.2)
where w,, is the frequency of the mode labeled by v, F"s and r,s/ are the rates of
radiative (out of the structure) and absorptive decay, respectively, and F-" is the rate
of gain. hys" is the square root per unit time of the portion of the polarization
source's energy, that couples to the photonic structure; i.e. this term models the
excitation of the mode of the structure by the polarization source. From Poynting's
theorem, sys"+ is given by
(4.3)
f d Jtf(Fl, t) -v *(FI)
f dBF62 5v ( 1)
where the current density source f(r, t) is related to the polarization P(r', t) by
f(r, t) = 8(, t)/&t. The general solution to Eq. (4.2) can be easily obtained by
multiplying both sides by an integrating factor E(t) = e
d
(ad t )Et)=Et s+
tf (iw,+rvad+r,, -r,-)dt'f r"ar,-r; 
, to get
(4.4)
Hence
t
(4.5)dt /all space
fd3 ;-'6 i -f 11
where t0 is any reference time preceding the turn-on of the polarization source, and
t > to.
Plugging this into Eq. (4.1), the electric field induced in the photonic structure
becomes
$(ft - 2a(to)e-iWV(tto)e-(rV+rV _,-p-to)+E(?, t) = E |Ev((t to)±
V d3fIvrI
(4.6)
The total power radiated out of the photonic structure, at time t, is E 2]Fva" v(t)12,
V
a,(t ) = a,(to)e-i" - )e~( rr,"a"b,,- t-
P/ 
g-iw,(t-tl)e- ( rad+ra"bs,_rv
d3if ,' ).5 (?)e iW'(t-tIe_ V + a ab-r,,(-2f dt' f
2 to all space
and the flux through a surface A at time t is
JS -dd=
A
x Real [H(r, t)] -da{Real $(r, t)]
A
where E(', t) is given by Eq. (4.6), and H(', t) can be obtained from Faraday's law:
V x E(r, t) = -O[poH(, t)) lt, yo being the magnetic permeability.
4.3 Connection with Purcell effect
To get more intuition on the above result, let us consider an oscillating point dipole
of moment , embedded at position io in the structure. If we denote the dipole's
angular frequency by w,, then the polarization is J(?, t)= rfo()(F- Fo)e-w''. Let us
further assume that F" = 0 V v (no gain). In this case, the resulting mode amplitude
a, becomes
i (w, - WI) + (,rad + Fabs)
e~w~2
fd3i~ F 0I (4.8)
Denoting IF" = I,"' + bthe total radiated power P = E 2,"aa 2 is
(4.9)
In the limit of zero loss (F" -+ 0), we have F"/{(w, - WS) 2 + (P") 2} -+ 7r6 (w, - W).
Hence
47r(WS)2 IP12  ro)
P =
2
2
f d3re(r) 5,E. m
(4.10)
If we further assume that there is perfect polarization match between the source and
2 . 2
all the modes v, then Ev- (o) = E,( ) V v, and
4-r (w)2  2
? = ~ osWo) (4.11)
(4.7)
IW)21 - ( )2rad 2(ws)2 1 - Ev*(i4
(w -ws) 2 ±(P 2 fdrr- E,()2
where
2
e F)E, (ro) 1' (w, - a;,)
-(, o) =2 (4.12)
f dr-(r) JE,(r-)
is the local density of photonic states at F'.. Therefore, the total radiated power (even
from a nonlinear source) is proportional to the local density of states, as expected
from the Purcell effect. It also increases quadratically with the dipole moment of the
polarization source.
4.4 Connection with Doppler radiation in a PhC
crystal
To verify further the validity if our approach, we apply our general result (Eq. (4.6))
to another well-known special case: the radiation emitted by an oscillating dipole
moving with a fixed velocity V' in a PhC [61]. In this case, the current density can be
simply expressed as
f(f, t) = j, eiwsto(i -'t) (4.13)
Plugging this into Eq. (4.6), and assuming that F" = 0 V v, we obtain
As we mentioned before, the modes of a PhC are labeled by v = (n, k, o), and
from Bloch theorem Sgkr) e Eg(f), where E() has the periodicity of the
PhC, and hence only reciprocal lattice vectors G appear in its Fourier expansion
ui(r) = e 2 ei Hence Eq. (4.14) becomes
E(r-, t) I)2(.5
nkor 2dFIn~(I -00~~, teis'ikGv'iw~~)(.5
which simply evaluates to
E(i-) t) =Z 2E j[5 0 ( e)* (4.16)
nkt f d3F LV2fn k,~(I + w~[ (k+G()i
which is consistent with Eq.(1) in [61] in the limit wor ~ WS + (k + G).V.
Thus, while our formalism properly reproduces the well-known predictions of the
Purcell effect (Eq. (4.11)) and of Doppler radiation in PhCs (Eq. (4.16)), its scope
extends further, because it analyzes in a systematic and quantitative way the behavior
of an arbitrary polarization in any photonic structure. Note that the polarization
source can have complicated spatiotemporal variations, and is not restricted to static
collections of point dipoles.
A glance at Eq. (4.6) enables us to recognize the various possibilities for boosting
the magnitude of the electric electric field E(?, t) induced in the structure by a given
external polarization source. Clearly, we need to have the largest possible density
of modes that yield a significant value of the summand on the right hand side of
Eq. (4.6). To achieve such large values of the summand, the phase-matched modes
ought to have their resonance frequency w, close enough to the frequency os of the
source. Their polarization should also be matched to the source's polarization, and
their spatial overlap with the source's extent should be considerable. This latter
requirement suggests that the modes should be highly concentrated at the position of
the source. And of course, we should attempt to reduce losses to the lowest possible
level.
4.5 Numerical validation and terahertz generation
4.5.1 Optimizing the structure
Having identified the essential features required to enhance the response of a photonic
structure to an external polarization source, and motivated by the existing need for
efficient high-power terahertz sources, we apply our formalism to the specific problem
of terahertz generation by optical rectification. To this end, we select a nonlinear
photonic crystal (PhC) structure that features a X(2) nonlinearity, and that satisfies
as many as possible of the criteria stated in section 4.2. Before getting into the details
of the structure, let's outline briefly the fundamental principles. We propose to excite
our PhC structure with a beam centered around an optical frequency; we denote the
optical electric field by Eop. By optical rectification, this optical beam generates a
polarization pTHz ~ X(2)EptE,,t in the terahertz frequency range [621. According
to our formalism, the rate at which this polarization pTHZ excites terahertz waves
depends on several considerations pertaining to the PhC structure. First, one of
course strives to use a material with x(2) as large as possible. Next, another option
is to increase the magnitude of E,p as much as possible; ultimately there is a limit
to which one can pursue this approach, imposed by the optical breakdown threshold.
Finally one can adjust the properties of the PhC structure at terahertz frequencies, to
achieve high density of states and good spatial overlap between the terahertz modes
and the source pTHz
A promising PhC structure, in this respect, has been proposed by some of the
current authors [631. Here we consider a very similar structure consisting of a two-
dimensional (2D) square lattice of rods in air. The spacing between the rods is denoted
by a, the nonlinear susceptibility by X( 2), and the linear refractive index at terahertz
frequencies by nr. The rods of radius r are connected along the x-direction by thin
waveguides, each of thickness t and consisting of the same material as the rods. These
waveguides are needed, in order to provide guiding for the optical light. A unit cell of
the 2D periodic PhC structure is depicted in Fig. 4-1 (a) as a color contour plot of the
linear dielectric function E(x, y). A similar contour plot is presented in Fig. 4-1 (b),
showing 5 units of the structure in each direction, together with the optical beam.
If we choose r = 0.13a, t = 0.04a and n, = 3.5 (close to the refractive index of
GaP [64, 651, commonly used for terahertz generation by optical rectification), the
second band (n = 2) of the transverse magnetic (o =TM) modes is characterized by
a saddle point where the band is ultraflat, and consequently the density of states is
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Figure 4-1: Color contour plot of the dielectric function E(x, y) of the 2D PhC
srtucture: (a) la x la cell, and (b) 5a x 5a cell, showing the optical beam through
the central waveguide.
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Figure 4-2: (a) Projected band diagram of the first three bands. (b) Color contour
plot of the second band, showing the saddle point where the band is narrowest.
enhanced. The band structure was computed by preconditioned conjugate-gradient
minimization of the block Rayleigh quotient in a planewave basis, using a freely
available software package [66]. The projected band diagram for o =TM, shown in
Fig. 4-2 along with a color contour plot of the second band, indicates that the second
TM band is narrowest at k, = 0.1559(27r/a), where it has a width of only 1.27%
around the central frequency f = 0.509(c/a); thereby if the targeted frequency is e.g.
f = 1 THz, one needs to choose a = 152.7pm.
So, the PhC structure we have chosen indeed has a considerable number of modes
polarized along z (parallel to the rods), with kx = 0.1559(27r/a), and by choosing
a appropriately, we can tune the structure to be optimized for any frequeny in the
THz regime. Since we are interested in the very small frequency range around the
saddle point of the second band, we consider a narrow-bandwidth excitation. To this
end, we assume that the optical beam is sent through the waveguide centered at the
origin, and is particularly chosen such that the current density JTHz associated with
the polarization source pTHz, has the form:
J Hz ik'x- - iw,t_-soo0a/c)2YTH(Xy;t) = eX2Te- 2r (4.17)
where k' = 0.1559(2wr/a) to ensure phase matching with the modes at the ultraflat
portion of the second band. The angular frequency of the terahertz polarization source
is ws = 0.509(27rc/a), and the values of the remaining parameters are: (= 0.02a and
T = 100(a/c). The time t is expressed in units of a/c. Since frHz points along 2,
all the TM modes have their polarization perfectly matched to that of the source.
For convenience in subsequent calculations, and because fj'Hz (X, y; t) is separable in
space and time, we write it as
JTHz(X y; t) = Jp ,(X, y) - F(t) (4.18)
where
2
J1'H (x7 y) = eX27(4.19)
and
2
Fr(t) = e-iwst- 24(4.20)
We also set JrHz(X, y; t) = 0 for t < 0 and t > 1000a/c.
Up to this point most of the criteria for efficient THz generation have been met,
and we are left with the issue of the spatial overlap between the modes (n = 2;
kx = 0.1559(27r/a), ky; a =TM) and the terahertz polarization source. The degree of
localization of the modes En=2;(kx=.iO5 5 9 (2,/a,ky;o=TM)(r) at the source's extent can be
checked by looking at the color contour plot of
2
Wk,(X, y) = E(x, y) En=2;(kx=0.i5 5 9 (22/a,ky;o=TM)(X, y) (4.21)
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Figure 4-4: Periodically poled PhC structure. The red portions correspond to the
original orientation of the nonlinear crystal when x(2) is positive, while in the blue
portions, the crystal's orientation is flipped resulting in a negative X(2 )
for several kg values. We computed the fields En=2;(kx.=o. 15(2 /a>,ky;o=TM)(j by using
the same software package [66], and calculated Wk (x, y) for different k. values. A
representative plot is shown in Fig. 4-3 for ky = 0. Despite the good localization of
the modes of interest close to the source's extent, this does not guarantee an optimum
for the overlap integral
3i;1do J |e(H - Zg? (4.22)
nk d3 Tspace (r).E*(~)(.2
all space
for n = 2. Indeed, for most of the different possible ky in the first brillouin zone, the
integrand of the overlap integral On=2;(k,=k,ky) oscillates along ., and hence integrates
to a negligible value. That is, for n = 2 and for many k., the integrand is observed
to flip the sign at x ~ ±0.25a. One way to circumvent this problem is to periodically
pole the structure every half period. More specifically, we propose to flip the sign of
X(2) at x = i(0.25a + f 0.5a) where f is a zero or positive integer, as illustrated in
Fig. 4-4. Mathematically, this corresponds to multiplying the integrand in Eq. (4.22)
by a factor q(x'), which is +1 in regions where x(2) is positive, and -1 where X(2) is
negative. In this way, the integrand of the overlap integral On=2;g preserves the same
sign for most of x, and therefore the integral evaluates to a substantially higher value
than without any poling. Although this looks similar to quasi-phase matching [67],
one should keep in mind that our motivation behind poling was to prevent the overlap
integral of the 'second' band from vanishing. For the first band, the integrand of the
overlap integral Onl;i does not change sign along i, and so we wouldn't have to pole
the structure if we were interested in modes of the first band. Similarly, if we were
interested in modes of the third band, we would have to use a poling configuration
different from that used in the second band. Also note that although periodic poling
leads to much more efficient coupling between the nonlinear polarization source and
the second-band modes of the PhC structure, all the linear properties on which the
numerical calculations are based, remain intact.
4.5.2 Calculation of generated energy
Let us now calculate the total emitted energy at THz frequencies. First, we need to
calculate the electric field E(?, t) induced by the THz current source (Eq. (4.17)) in the
periodically poled PhC structure, using Eq. (4.6). We consider a time of t = 1010(a/c)
(which is 10a/c later than source turn-off), and we assume that ak = 0 V (n, k) prior
to source turn-on at t = 0; this corresponds to the case where none of the modes of
the PhC were excited before t = 0. We use only modes with k, = 0.1559(27r/a) = k',
and we further assume pn = In = 0. From Eq. (4.6), it is evident that we cannot
proceed before computing the following two functions of kp
a~llsace (ky) = J d~q(x)Js(ice). Efl. 2 ;(ks k)(r1)
all space
= J d3,i~q~x~)eixx~I2. n=2 ;(ks,ky)()423
all space
and
t
'1- (ky) - e ( X2; I,> dt'F(t'e (=;gX,>
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The integral in Eq. (4.23) can be simplified by noting that in a PhC, the electric
fields can be written as
Zgk r = eik.rnlk (r) (4.25)
where U'(j) has the same periodicity as the PhC. Consequently, ,POed (k) be-
comes
0all spce(ky) = ] 'x)&-ikY'-@ -.n=2;(k8,ky)(F) (4.26)/ /2
all space
The integrand of this equation is periodic function of x'. Hence the integral over
all x' simplifies to the number A2 of periods in the x-direction times the integral over
a single period, with x' ranging from -a/2 to a/2. The integration over y' can also be
taken to range between -a/2 and a/2, because the optical beam is sent through the
central waveguide only, and thus J'Hz is zero for y' outside the interval [-a/2, a/2].
Therefore
one eriod(ky)
0allspce (ky) = H2 -Coneeriod(ky)
a/2 a/2
dy/q x)eikyy- ' 'n=2;(k-,ky)(rI)
a/2 -a/2
(4.27)
(4.28)
-
To evaluate this integral, we discretize space with a resolution of 256 gridpoints/a,
and calculate the TM fields Uln=2;(k.,k,)(r) based on the TM modes En=2;(ks,ky)(i)
computed by using the software package [66]. Note that the TE modes have their
electric field polarized in the xy plane, and hence they don't get excited by the
polarization source. So, in all what follows, when we refer to PhC modes, we consider
only the TM modes, and we omit the notation u = TM. While computing the modes,
we make sure that all of them have their phases fixed relative to each other, and that
they are all normalized in the same way, e.g. such that f d34r() E() = 1.
one cell
A plot of the overlap integral 0 eio(ky), as a function of ky, is shown in Fig. 4-5
(after poling is performed). Clearly, the integral takes values close to maximum for
most of the ky's. The reason for which it vanishes as k. -+ +0.5(27/a) is that those
modes have an extended node over the whole source, and consequently the integrand
in Eq. (4.28) vanishes almost everywhere, either because the source is zero or because
the electric field of the modes is zero. So whether the structure is poled or not, the
overlap integral vanishes for modes with ky = +0.5(27r/a).
Next, we calculate Tt(ky) at t = 1010(a/c), using the previously calculated band
structure. Eq. (4.6) becomes
$(, t) = En(k(/2 . 0poled (ky)'7(ky) (4.29)
E t) A~ x~ r yl 2 X o n e p r o
Since the PhC is of infinite extent in the x and y directions, the ky values consistent
with periodic boundary conditions, become dense enough that to a good approxima-
tion, the discrete sum over ky can be converted into an integral
O.5(27r/a) .
2(F t) = " dk, En (kr)2 - " eriod(ky) E(ky) (4.30)
-0.5(2ir/a)
7r/a
- dkyn=2;(,k) (k)(k) (4.31)
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Figure 4-6: CMT calculations: (a) Color contour plot of the unnormalized terahertz
energy density c(x, y)|E(x, y, t)| 2 at t = 1010(a/c), in a 2D box of size la x 80a. (b) A
zoom-in version of the plot in (a), showing more details of the interval y E ± [8a, 19a].
Note that the optical beam was originally sent through the waveguide at y = 0.
To calculate the total emitted energy, we consider calculating the electric field
E(-, t) at time t = 1010(a/c), over a region of space large enough in the y direction,
hoping that no energy would have left it by t = 1010(a/c). So, we take our com-
putational domain to be a 2D box of size la along x and 80a along y. To save on
computational memory, we use a spatial resolution of 64 gridpoints/a only, and cal-
culate the TM fields En=2;(kky) for 201 equally spaced values of ky ranging between
-7r/a and r/a, again using the software package [66]. Next we multiply each field
labeled with ky, by Oned (ky) .TOO(a/c)(ky), and sum the resulting fields over
all values of ky. Finally, we multiply the result by a/ir and obtain the THz electric
field induced by the optical beam in the PhC at time t = 1010(a/c). Note that
we attempted to use a denser grid of k, values (334 equidistant ky points), without
change in the final result. The electric energy density profile C(x, y)|E(x, y, t)12 , at
t = 1010(a/c), can now be simply calculated over the computational domain, and is
presented in Fig. 4-6.
As we intended, all the emitted energy is still confined inside our large compu-
tational domain; more specifically, the energy density is non-vanishing only in the
regions y E i [8a, 19a]. Thus, to calculate the total emitted energy, it is sufficient
to integrate the energy density at t = 1010(a/c) over a 2D box of size la along x,
and large enough in the y direction to enclose the regions y C + [8a, 19a]. Setting
a = 1, we obtain a value of 0.7108 for the total THz energy emitted in the PBG.
To enable comparison with the FDTD results, we normalize the total emitted energy
and express it in dimensionless units; that is, we divide the above-mentioned integral
of the energy density in the poled PhC case, by the same quantity (0.1839) similarly
calculated in an unpoled bulk of the same nonlinear material as that used in the PhC
structure. We obtain a dimensionless value of 3.86.
To confirm the validity of our analytical model in general, and of the result for the
total emitted energy in the specific example of terahertz generation, we repeat exactly
the same calculation for the terahertz emitted energy, but now instead of using our
analytical formalism, we employ the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
[56], using a freely available software package with subpixel smoothing for increased
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Figure 4-7: FDTD calculation for the terahertz emitted energy in the PhC structure
(not normalized to the bulk).
accuracy [6]. We consider a computational cell (centered at the origin) of size la
along x, and 90a along y, and we discretize the structure with a resolution of 128
pixels/a. We send the same source described before through the waveguide centered at
y = 0, and we impose Bloch-periodic boundary conditions along x, with a wavevector
kX = 0.1559(27r/a). At the boundaries in the y direction, we set up perfectly matched
layers (PML), each of thickness 3a. We simulate the effect of periodic poling by
explicitely reversing the sign of the polarization source at x = t0.25a. To compute
the total emitted energy at terahertz, we record the time evolution of the energy E in
a box of size la (along x) x 80a (along y), centered at the origin. We also place flux
calculation planes at y = i40a, and compute the flux that leaves through each of the
flux planes as a function of time. The total emitted energy at a particular time t is
then given by the sum of the integral up to time t of the net flux through the flux
planes, and the energy remaining in the box surrounded by the flux planes, at time t.
The time development of the energy E, and of the time integral of the net flux,
is shown in Fig. 4-7, together with the total emitted energy, which is given by their
sum. Again, we normalize the total energy emitted in the poled PhC to that emitted
in the corresponding unpoled bulk, and we get a value of 3.94 in dimensionless units.
Thus, our result for the normalized emitted energy at terahertz, differs only by ~
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Figure 4-8: FDTD calculations: (a) Color contour plot of the terahertz energy
density c(x, y)|E(x, y, t)| 2 at t = 1010(a/c), in a 2D box of size la x 80a. (b) A zoom-
in version of the plot in (a), showing more details of the interval y E ± [8a, 19a]. Note
that the optical beam was originally sent through the waveguide at y = 0.
2% from the exact result computed by FDTD. To gain even more confidence in
the validity of our analytical result, we perform FDTD calculations of the energy
density profile in the poled PhC, at t = 1010(a/c), and we show the result as a color
contour plot in Fig. 4-8. The agreement between Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-8 is indeed
remarkable; not only do we get a coincidence of the intervals y E i [8a, 19a] in which
the energy density is nonvanishing, but also the waveguides at which the energy
density is maximum occur at exactly the same position, namely y = i13a, according
to both methods (FDTD and CMT-based analytics). In addition to validating our
analytical CMT-based formalism, the agreement of the results obtained from our
analytical model with the exact FDTD results, suggests that our approach would work
as a simpler alternative to the numerically intensive FDTD method. Our procedure
has the advantage of being far less demanding than the brute-force FDTD technique,
in terms of the computational time and resources, especially in problems involving
frequencies that range over many orders of magnitude, such as terahertz generation
by optical rectification. To get a concrete estimate, we mention that, although we
assumed the terahertz polarization source to be given from the beginning, and dealt
with terahertz frequencies only, the calculation of energy density profile shown in
Fig. 4-6 took around 15 minutes on a single processor, while the FDTD calculations
resulting in Fig. 4-7 took around 10 hours using 360 processors on a supercomputer.
Finally, the FDTD calculations of Fig. 4-8 took ~ 10 minutes using 32 processors
on a supercomputer when a spatial resolution of 64 gridpoints/a was used, and ~ 2
hours using 360 processors when the spatial resolution was 128 gridpoints/a. Note
that the only assumption on which our analytical formalism is based is that CMT
be valid, meaning that the rates I" be much smaller than the frequency W, for each
mode v of the photonic structure [4].
4.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, an analytical model for calculating the electric field produced by an
external polarization source in a photonic structure was developed in this chapter.
This formalism can provide an insight on enhancing the efficiency of nonlinear ef-
fects. The procedure was illustrated by applying it to the specific case of terahertz
generation by optical rectification in a 2D nonlinear photonic crystal, and the re-
sults were checked against exact calculations based on the FDTD method. The good
agreement between the results and the FDTD calculations validates the proposed
analytical approach, and suggests that this technique can be used as a potentially
simpler alternative to FDTD, as long as CMT is applicable. The scope of the pre-
sented formalism extends far beyond that of the well-known Purcell effect in the sense
that the polarization source doesn't have to be a point dipole source located at some
fixed position, rather it can be extended and can propagate in the photonic structure
according to some arbitrary spatiotemporal dependence. In the next chapter, we will
be studying diffraction-less propogation of beams in properly designed photonic crys-
tal structures. Namely, we will be proposing a hybrid photonic crystal structure that
supports broadband diffraction-less propogation over long distances.
Chapter 5
Broadband super-collimation in a
hybrid photonic crystal structure *
5.1 Introduction
The ability of photonic crystals (PhCs) to "mold the flow of light" [3] has resulted
in a remarkable variety of fascinating optical phenomena, such as omnidirectional
reflection [68, 69, 70], low loss bends [71], high-Q cavities [71], efficient spontaneous
emission [72, 73], negative refraction [74, 751, enhancement of nonlinear effects [76], ul-
trafast all-optical switching [77], and thermal emission design [78]. Super-collimation,
or diffractionless light propagation, represents an additional important property made
possible by the powerful versatility of PhCs. It was first described by Kosaka et.
al [12}, and subsequently by several other groups [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In all
these demonstrations of super-collimation, the nondiffractive propagation is achieved
by having a flat constant-frequency contour (CFC) in the dispersion relation of the
PhC. When a beam, having the same frequency as the flat CFC, propagates in the
PhC normal to the direction of the flat CFC, the Fourier components of the beam
propagate with group velocities pointing in almost the same direction, and hence
the beam does not spread much. However, in all the earlier observations of super-
*Rafif E. Hamam, Mihai Ibanescu, Steven G. Johnson, J. D. Joannopoulos, and Marin Soljaid,
Optics Express 17, 8109, (2009).
collimation in PhCs, the flat feature is usually confined to a not very broad frequency
range around the frequency of the flat CFC, thus limiting the bandwidth over which
super-collimation can be observed, and making super-collimation sensitive to varia-
tions in the frequency of the propagating monochromatic beam. For example, super-
collimation has been observed along the diagonal directions of a PhC consisting of a
2D square lattice of circular holes in a dielectric [161, a schematic of which is shown in
Fig. 5-1 (a). The super-collimation property in such a structure manifests itself only
in a narrow frequency interval, within which the CFC's curvature flips sign. This
is depicted in Fig. 5-1 (b), where we show a typical color contour plot of the first
TE (electric field in the plane of periodicity) band for the structure of Fig. 5-1 (a).
The change in the sign of the CFC's curvature implies the existence of a CFC with
zero curvature, thus leading to super-collimation at the frequency of that particu-
lar CFC, and in a narrow frequency range around it. This stimulates the interest
to search for PhC structures that support super-collimation over a larger frequency
range. The band diagram of these PhCs would consist of extended frequency ranges
over which the CFCs are flat enough to substantially suppress diffraction. A hint
as to how to achieve this feature can be inferred from the flatness of tight-binding
bands for electrons in solids [79). The fact that tight-binding bands arise from the
weak overlap between atomic orbitals inspires us to consider the simple, well-known
waveguide array structure depicted in Fig. 5-1 (c). We show a typical projected band
diagram for the first TM (electric field perpendicular to the plane) band for such a
structure in Fig. 5-1 (d), together with a color contour plot of the first TM band
in Fig. 5-1 (e). Although this structure is not commonly used for super-collimation
purposes, its CFCs (in a given band) get flatter as the frequency increases. How-
ever, the curvature of these contours doesn't change sign, and hence it doesn't go
through zero, which would be a conventional criterion for super-collimation. There-
fore, to obtain a PhC that supports super-collimation over an extended frequency
range, we consider a hybrid PhC structure that combines features from both of the
above-mentioned PhC types. Namely, we propose inserting into the waveguide array
structure a square lattice of circular rods having the same refractive index as the
waveguides, such that the rods are placed halfway between neighboring waveguides,
with a lattice constant equal to the nearest-neighbor waveguide spacing. A schematic
of this 2D hybrid structure is shown in Fig. 5-2 (a). In this chapter, we investigate
the phenomenon of super-collimation in this 2D hybrid PhC structure [80, 81], and
show how it simultaneously inherits useful properties from both of the structures in
Fig. 5-1 (a) and Fig. 5-1 (c): the sign flip of the CFCs' concavity (due to the discrete
translational symmetry) from the 2D holes-in-dielectric structure, and the extended
frequency range (over 4 times the frequency range of a traditional square lattice of
holes) of the flat CFCs (due to the weakly coupled waveguides), from the waveguide
array structure. More specifically, in our proposed 2D PhC structure, the photonic
modes of higher-order-bands have their energy mostly concentrated in the waveguides,
and neighboring waveguides couple weakly, thus giving rise to tight-binding-like flat
bands. So, one might be tempted to think that the rods don't play any role, and
consequently that the performance of our proposed 2D structure is not very promis-
ing, given the known fact that, in linear waveguide arrays, a beam initially localized
in one of the waveguides is observed to hop quickly to the other waveguides in what
is known as discrete diffraction [821. However, as we will see later in this chapter,
the rods play an important role; in fact, by breaking the continuous translational
symmetry along the waveguides' direction, the rods place our proposed structure at
an advantage over the waveguide array, since they enable the existence of a CFC with
zero concavity. On a separate note, considerations concerning the coupling of light
into and out of our proposed structure are very similar to those in PhC structures
previously used for supercollimation, such as the holes-in-dielectric structure studied
in [16].
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Figure 5-1: Two "often-used" low-diffraction structures. (a) Profile of the refractive
index of a 2D holes-in-dielectric structure, with the dielectric having n = 3.5, and
the holes having radius r = 0.421a', where a' is the nearest-neighbor center-to-center
separation between holes (the square lattice spacing). Note that the holes form a
square lattice. (b) Color contour plot of the frequency of the first TE band for the
structure shown in (a). (c) Profile of the refractive index for a waveguide array
structure, with the waveguide having refractive index n = 3.5. (d) Projected band
diagram of the first TM band for the waveguide array with t = 0.2a. (e) Color contour
plot of the frequency of the first TM band for the waveguide array with t = 0.2a.
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5.2 Super-collimation mechanism in our proposed
structure
We begin the study of super-collimation in our proposed structure by considering the
fourth transverse magnetic (TM) band. Our choice to operate in the fourth TM band
is based on the fact that it is the lowest band having flat contours over its entire
frequency range. Because of time-reversal symmetry, the dispersion relation is an
even function of ky, the y-component of the Bloch wavevector. For small values of
ky, the angular frequency is described by an expansion in terms of even powers of ky,
namely
ofM(k, kcW) k,)= w 1 0) +oM M(k) - (k,)2 + M (k) (k,) 4 + ... (5.1)
where o"m denotes the angular frequency of the fourth TM band. Since we aim
at the optimum super-collimation performance of our proposed structure, and since
small a M(kx) is necessary to achieve super- collimation, we search for the particular
rods' radius r and waveguide thickness t that minimize the absolute value of a4M(kz),
while we set the refractive index of both rods and waveguides to n = 3.5. We carried
out such optimization calculations by using the MIT Photonic Bands (MPB [66, 83])
software. The values of r and t that give rise to flat CFCs over the largest frequency
range in the fourth TM band of the proposed structure, are those that minimize
the maximum (over kx) of IaTM(kx)|. The result of this optimization calculation
for minrt maxk. laTMI corresponds to r = 0.16a and t = 0.2a, where a is the lattice
constant. We calculated the TM bands of this optimum structure, by using MPB,
with a spatial resolution of 128 pixels/a , and we show in Fig. 5-2 (b) the projected
band diagram of the lowest four TM bands. We also present in Fig. 5-2 (c) a color
contour plot of the fourth TM band, as a function of k, and kg. Because of periodicity,
k-points in the first brillouin zone are confined to the ranges -7/a < k_, <wr/a and
-r/a < ky K wr/a. We show the bands only in the interval where k, is positive,
because we are interested in propagation in the +x-direction for modes of the fourth
band. We observe from Fig. 5-2 (b)-(c) that the flat CFCs of the fourth TM band
extend almost over the entire frequency range of the fourth band, thus enabling super-
collimation over a significant frequency range. Moreover, except near the edges of the
fourth band, the CFCs are flat for all the values of ky and not just in the vicinity of
ky = 0. This last feature indicates that our proposed structure can support super-
collimation of spatially narrow beams. Note that the flattest CFC for the structure
with r = 0.16a and t = 0.2a, has angular frequency w = 0.495(27c/a).
Having found the optimum parameters for our proposed structure, we study the
propagation of a beam with Gaussian envelope and angular frequency 0.495(2c/a),
along the x-direction, in one of the waveguides of our optimum structure. We repre-
sent the z-component of the electric field of such a beam as
Ez(x, y; t) = e-wt J dk, e-(k) 2 /2(okye) 2 En4 Y)(x, y) e "tA(x, y) (5.2)
ky values on
CFC of freq. w
where Eg) (x, y) is the E-field of the TM Bloch modes on the CFC with
w = 0.495(2wc/a). We define the diffraction length Ldiff as the distance in the x-
direction that the beam propagates before the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
of IA(x, y)12 spreads by a factor of V from its initial value at x = 0. For , =
0.12(2/a), the beam is localized mostly in 3 waveguides only, as shown in Fig. 5-3
(a), and the diffraction length is Ldiff = 500a. To obtain an estimate of the op-
erational frequency width over which the CFCs are flat enough to support super-
collimation, we define the frequency bandwidth Bk, at a particular k, by the ex-
pression Bk, = maxkj(w 4 (k, ky)] - mink [(W 4 (kx, ky)]. A small value of Bkx for a
certain kx means that the w4 's for all values of ky (for the particular kx in question)
are of a similar value; Bkx is hence a measure of the "band flatness" at a given k,
value. The kx-value that minimizes lacM(kx)I is 0.25(2/a), and the frequency band-
width there is Bkx = 0.0008(27rc/a); the CFC associated with the minimum of IaTM|
has w = 0.495(2wc/a). Next, we ask over which frequency range does Bkx not change
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Figure 5-2: Proposed 2D PhC structure (a) Schematic of the refractive index: the
rods, of radius r, and waveguides, of thickness t, (shown in green) both have n = 3.5,
and are surrounded by air (n = 1). The rods form a square lattice, with lattice
constant a, and the waveguides are halfway (on the y-axis) between the rods. (b)
Projected band diagram of lowest four TM bands for r = 0.16a and t = 0.2a. (c)
Color contour plot of the frequency of the fourth TM band.
appreciably, to obtain a measure of the frequency range over which our structure sup-
ports super-collimation. Bk, remains below 0.0008V2(27rc/a) in a frequency range
from 0.493(27rc/a) to 0.558(27c/a). Hence, the relative frequency range over which
our optimum structure supports super-collimation is (0.558 - 0.493)/0.495 = 0.13, or
13%.
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5.3 Super-collimation mechanism in other struc-
tures
5.3.1 Holes-in-dielectric structure
Having explored super-collimation in our structure proposed in Fig. 5-2 (a), we now
study super-collimation in the two other previously-mentioned structures. We first
start with the 2D holes-in-dielectric structure shown in Fig. 5-1 (a) and take the
refractive index of the dielectric to be n = 3.5. Super-collimation was demonstrated
in this structure [161, for a beam propagating along the x'-direction (diagonal), at the
frequency of the flattest CFC of the first TE band. Because of the structure's mirror
symmetry with respect to the plane y' = 0, we expand the angular frequency close to
the super-collimation frequency in even powers of ky,
wTE(kx,,I ky,) = wTE (kx,, 0) + a TE (k,) _ (ky,) 2 + QTE (k,) - (k )4 + .. (5.3)
Since the frequency range in which we have super-collimation is known to be small in
this structure, we consider maximizing the propagation length at the super-collimation
frequency, instead of maximizing the frequency bandwidth around it (as we did for
the structure proposed in Fig. 5-2). In order for this structure to support super-
collimation over the longest propagation length, the holes' radius r' needs to be cho-
sen such that wTE(kx,, ky,) depends very little on ky,. It is known from [16] that there
always exists a value of kx, at which aTE is zero since it changes sign from negative
to positive. We denote this value by k",, so that we have a(k",) = 0. Therefore, to
minimize the dependence of wTE(kx,, k ,) on k / we searched for the radius r' that
minimizes |0(k",)I, and found that r' = 0.421a' where a' is the lattice constant of
the holes' structure, along the x and y directions. A color contour plot of the first
TE band for this optimum hole radius was obtained by using MPB, and is shown in
Fig. 5-1 (b). Because of periodicity, k-points in the first brillouin zone are confined
to the ranges -7/a' < k_ K 7/a' and --w/a' < k < w/a'. We show the bands only
in the interval where kx and ky are positive, because we are interested in propagation
in the +x'-direction for modes of the first TE band. The minimum frequency band-
width occurs at the value of kx, corresponding to w(ks1, ky, = 0) = 0.1966(2wc/a'),
and has a value of Bi, 0.0034(2Tc/a'). It spreads by a factor of V2 at k.,-values
with maximum frequencies equal to 0.1945(2c/a') and 0.2004(2c/a'). Hence, the
relative frequency range over which the optimum 2D holes structure supports super-
collimation is 0.03 (or 3%), which is smaller than that of our proposed structure by
a factor of 4.3. The minimum value (over ko,) of |/TE(ko,)I for the optimum 2D
holes structure having r' = 0.421a', occurs at ko, = 0.457(2/a'), where we have
o 1 E(ko,, k 0) = 0.2124(2irc/a'). Thus, we calculate the diffraction length of
a beam with gaussian envelope and angular frequency 0.2124(27rc/a') propagating
along the x' direction in the optimum 2D holes-in-dielectric structure. If we set the
physical frequency of this beam to be the same as that for the optimum structure
in Fig. 5-2, then the lattice constant a' in the holes' structure is related to that in
Fig. 5-2 by a' = (0.2124/0.495)a. In this case, sending a beam of the same physical
width as before corresponds to using oky, = 0.12x(0.2124/0.495)(2-F/a'), and yields
a diffraction length of 707a' = 303.4a. So the collimation length in this optimum 2D
holes-in-dielectric structure is shorter than that in our proposed structure by a factor
of 1.65, when we use beams of the same physical frequency and same physical width.
We show in Fig. 5-3 (b) how such a beam spreads after it propagates, along the diag-
onal of the optimum 2D holes structure, a physical distance equal to the collimation
length (500a) of our proposed structure.
5.3.2 Waveguide arrays
Now we explore how the super-collimation mechanism in our proposed structure com-
pares to that in the waveguide array structure, shown in Fig. 5-1 (c). Again, we set
the refractive index of the waveguides to n = 3.5, and we consider the first TM band.
The reason for which we deal with the first TM band in this case, is that the phys-
ical k-point of interest (with angular frequency - 0.49527c/a) now lies in the first
TM band. We first study the waveguide array structure having waveguide thickness
t = 0.2a. This structure is the same as our proposed structure, but with the rods
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Figure 5-3: Intensity profile of the propagating beam (of angular frequency
0.495(27rc/a), and physical width corresponding to Uk, = 0.12(27r/a)) as a function
of y(a), at x = 0 (in blue) and at x = 500a (in red), in (a) Our proposed PhC struc-
ture shown in Fig. 5-2, (b) The 2D holes structure shown in Fig. 5-1 (a), but with
lattice constant a' = (0.2124/0.495)a, where a is the lattice constant in our proposed
structure and in the waveguide array structures, (c) The waveguide array structure
with t = 0.2a. Note that the spikes in (a) and (c) correspond to the positions of the
"waveguide" strips.
removed. In Fig. 5-1 (d), we show a projected band diagram of the first TM band,
and in Fig. 5-1 (e) we show a color contour plot of the first TM band. We note from
these last two figures that the CFCs get flatter as the frequency increases (i.e. as
k. increases). This is a consequence of the fact that, as the frequency is increased,
the modes tend to be more concentrated into the waveguides, and hence the over-
laps between neighboring waveguides modes become weaker and result in narrower
frequency bandwidths Bk,. Note that because of the continuous translational sym-
metry along x, the value of kx ranges from 0 to oo, whereas the values of ky range
only between -0.5(2wr/a) and 0.5(27r/a) due to the discrete translational symmetry
in the y-direction. In Figs. 5-1 (d) and (e), we show only k-points with values of
kx ranging between 0 and 2(27r/a), because modes with the frequency of interest
(f = 0.495(c/a)) fall inside this interval; (they have kx ~ 1.25(27r/a)). Sending a
beam of the same physical angular frequency 0.495(27rc/a) and same physical width
Uky = 0.12(27r/a) as in the structure of Fig. 5-2, we get a collimation length of 160a,
which is shorter than that of our proposed structure by a factor of 3.125. In Fig. 5-3
(c), we show how significantly this beam spreads after it has propagated a distance
of 500a, i.e. after it has propagated by a distance equal to the collimation length in
Fig. 5-2.
One might argue that the sole role that the rods were playing in our structure was
to merely increase the effective index of refraction, and therefore to push the flat CFCs
to lower frequencies. To show that this is not the case, we considered a waveguide
array structure having the same effective index as our proposed structure in Fig. 5-2,
namely we chose the waveguide thickness to be t' = t+7rr2= [0.2+7r(0.16) 2]a= 0.28a.
We then launched a beam of the same physical frequency 0.495(27rc/a) and the same
physical width as before, and we obtained a collimation length of 275a, which is
shorter than the collimation length of Fig. 5-2, by a factor of 1.8. So the rods play a
more important role in our proposed structure than just increasing the effective index.
In fact, the rods break the continuous translational symmetry along the waveguide
direction, and as in the holes-in-dielectric structure [16], the discrete translational
symmetry along x results in a change of sign of the concavity somewhere in the
interior of the flat band. Due to this change in the sign of the concavity, there
exists a value of k, where the concavity is zero and the associated CFC is superflat.
However, in the waveguide array case, the concavity never changes sign because of
the continuous translational symmetry along x. And therefore, the leading deviation
of w(ko, ky) from w(kx, 0), in the waveguide array case is expected to be larger than
that in our proposed structure. This accounts for the longer collimation length in
our proposed structure, for beams of the same physical frequency and same physical
width.
5.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, a PhC structure that exhibits long-scale super-collimation over a large
frequency range was proposed in this chapter. The super-collimation phenomenon
exhibited by the proposed structure was compared to that in two other often used
related structures. Due to the different translational symmetries involved in each
structure type, the proposed structure supports super-collimation over longer prop-
agation lengths than waveguide arrays and 2D holes-in-dielectric PhCs. Moreover,
the operational frequency range over which the proposed structure exhibits super-
collimation is 4 times larger than in the 2D holes case. These two features make our
proposed structure of importance in the design of super-collimation-based devices. In
particular, the large operational frequency range of the proposed structure suggests
the possibility of achieving super-collimation of polychromatic beams. In addition to
super-collimation, the proposed structure exhibits negative refraction [74], since the
group velocities of modes in the second and third TM bands, point opposite to the
phase velocities. Moreover, beam steering [84] is possible in this structure as well,
due to the sharp corners in the CFCs of the second and third bands. In the next
chapter, we will investigate a novel class of material systems that control (reflect or
transmit) light according to the incidence angle. This feature is also supported over
a broad frequency range, and irrespective of the light's polarization.
Chapter 6
Angular Photonic Band Gap
6.1 Introduction
Materials and structures that strongly discriminate electromagnetic radiation based
on one, or more of its properties (e.g. polarization, frequency) play an enabling role
for a wide range of physical phenomena. For example, polarizers can discriminate
(transmit vs. reflect) light based on its polarization[85], irrespective of the angle of
incidence, over a wide range of frequencies; photonic crystals[86] (PhCs) can reflect
light of certain frequencies irrespective of the angle of incidence, and irrespective of
the polarization. A material-system that could transmit light based on the angle of
incidence might also enable a variety of novel physical phenomena. Ideally, light inci-
dent at a particular angle (or a range of angles) would be nearly perfectly transmitted,
while other angles of incidence would be nearly perfectly reflected, independent of the
incoming polarization, and for as wide a range of frequencies as possible. An exam-
ple where such materials could be important is solar energy applications, enabling
the perfect green-house effect. Sun light has a well defined angle of incidence. A
portion of sun light is reflected from solar-energy conversion devices, while a portion
is re-radiated (either because of radiative recombination, or in solar-thermal systems
because of thermal emission); this represents losses, which can often be substantial.
If one could place a material system that would allow light at one particular angle
(the one coming from the sun) to get through, while light emerging from the device
(most of which propagates at different angles) would be reflected back to the device,
the efficiency of the solar-energy conversion could be improved[19, 20, 21, 22]. While
material-systems that discriminate based on the polarization, or the frequency exist,
we currently do not have suitable material-systems for angular discrimination. In this
chapter, we present a metamaterial-system that opens precisely such desired angular
gaps. For example, using realistic constituent material parameters, we present nu-
merical calculations demonstrating a system in which light close to normal incidence
is nearly perfectly transmitted for a wide range of frequencies, independent of the
polarization. In contrast light of angles further from the normal (e.g. [22.54-901]) can
be nearly perfectly reflected over > 100% fractional frequency bandgap. The crucial
enabling feature of these novel meta-material systems is exploring photonic crystals
whose constituents have anisotropic dielectric and/or magnetic response.
6.2 An illustrative example for angular discrimi-
nation of TM light
The metamaterial system that we propose in order to open an angular photonic
gap consists of a one-dimensional (ID) periodic photonic crystal whose constituents
possess anisotropic properties. To demonstrate the fundamental physics principle
at work here, we first show in Fig. 6-1 a specific example of such a metamaterial
that opens an angular gap for the TM (electric field is in the plane of incidence)
polarization only. Later in the text we will show how to generalize our approach
to both polarizations and wide frequency ranges. The anisotropy in the dielectric
function of one of the layers, say layer A, represents the key factor enabling the
angular discrimination of TM light. In this first example, we take layer A to have
an anisotropic effective function eA = (1.23, 1.23, 2.43) whereas layer B has isotropic
CB = 1.23. To accomplish the required anisotropy, one could either use naturally
existing anisotropic materials such as TiO2 (ETio 2 = (2.62, 2.62, 2.92) at 590nm)[87],
or explore metamaterial approach. An example of a metamaterial system that in
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Figure 6-1: (Color online) (a) Left: Schematic diagram showing a 2D periodic square
lattice of rods having an anisotropic effective e = (1.23, 1.23, 2.43), in the long wave-
length limit. Right: Schematic diagram showing TM (in blue) and TE (in red)
polarized light incident normally from air on an anisotropic multilayer structure of
period a with eA = (1.23,1.23, 2.43) and eB=1.2 3 . Both polarizations experience
nA = nB = v1.23 (no index contrast). (b) Transmission spectra (obtained from the
transfer matrix method (TMM)[90]) for TE- (red) and TM- (blue) polarized light
normally incident from air on 30 bilayers of the structure in (a). (c)-(d) Schematic
diagrams showing TM- (in (c)) and TE- (in (d)) polarized light incident at nonzero
angle from air (nite = 1) on the structure in (a). In this case, TM light has E, # 0
and hence experiences an index contrast between layers A and B, while TE light
does not. (e) Red and blue curves: Transmission spectra (obtained from TMM) for
TE- (red) and TM- (blue) polarized light incident at 450 from air on 30 bilayers of
the structure in (a). Because of the index contrast in the TM case, a TM photonic
bandgap opens. Green curve: Transmission spectrum (obtained from the FDTD[6]
method) for TM-polarized light incident at 45' from air on 30 bilayers of the structure
in (a), in the case when anisotropic layer A is not made from a homogeneous material,
but is a metamaterial implemented from a square lattice of dielectric rods. A TM
photonic bandgap opens and closely overlaps with the TM gap obtained from TMM
for the uniform dielectric case.
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the long wavelength limit possesses an effective epsilon of (1.23,1.23,2.43) is shown
to the left of Fig. 6-1 (a), and consists of a two dimensional (2D) periodic square
lattice of dielectric rods having radius r = 0.2d where d (the in-plane period) equals
d = 0.1a (a is the thickness of each bilayer[88]), and made out of an isotropic material
with[89) rods= 1 2 .2 5 . To the right of Fig. 6-1 (a), we show a schematic diagram of
normally incident TM- (in blue) and TE- (in red) polarized light incident on the
above-described multilayer. Since E lies in the xy-plane, both polarizations experience
nA= nB = N1.23, so because of the absence of any contrast in the refractive index,
there is no photonic bandgap and normally incident light of all frequencies and both
polarizations gets transmitted through this metamaterial structure, apart for the
small reflections at boundaries between the structure and air. As seen in Fig. 6-1 (b),
the situation changes however when incident light makes an angle Oi, / 0 with the
normal. As illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 6-1 (c), TM-polarized light incident
at O6.c / 0 now has E, $ 0 and thus experiences an index contrast (nTM TM __
V1.23); therefore, we expect a photonic bandgap (of a certain frequency width) and
hence strong reflections for TM light in this bandgap. In contrast, a TE-polarized
light incident at an angle Oijc # 0 still has E, = 0 and thus experiences no index
contrast as shown in Fig. 6-1 (d) (TA = nB = VI.23); therefore, it gets transmitted
for all frequencies. Thereby, normally incident TM light is transmitted, while TM
light incident at nonzero angles is reflected in a certain frequency range (9.3% in the
case of Fig. 6-1 (e)), and this explains the physical mechanism based on which our
proposed structures discriminate light with respect to the angle of incidence in that
particular frequency range.
Before we discuss numerical results for transmission of various angles, polariza-
tions, and frequencies from this multilayer structure, we provide analytical expressions
for the refractive index nA of the anisotropic layer. A simple calculation along the
lines in ref. [5] starting from Maxwell's equations yields the following refractive indices
(n = c/Vphase) experienced by TE and TM light respectively in the anisotropic layer
A:
cTEos gTE 2  1)
niM = (6.2)
cos
2 
0 TM sin
2 OAI
A / +po  A Autt.o
where QTE and g M are the angles that TE and TM light make with respect to
the normal as they propagate in layer A. These angles can be obtained from Snell's
law which still holds in this anisotropic case
nT sin OTE =nair sin i (6-3)
nTM sin OTM =nair sin disc (6.4)
From the expressions for ni E and n T we see that TE light is affected only by
E^, p^A , and p^, while TM light is affected only by ,y E-A. and e^§. In particular,
TM light is affected by E^, while TE is not, as we argued before. We can also observe
that for angles 0 A close to the normal, sin 0 A - 0, so Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2) tell
us that nA increases only slightly with increasing anisotropy. However, for incidence
angles not close to the normal, nA increases more rapidly with increasing anisotropy,
and therefore higher anisotropy in E or t results in higher index contrast and wider
frequency gaps at those angles in our structures.
6.3 Angular discrimination irrespective of light po-
larization
The multilayer structure that we discussed in Fig. 6-1 discriminates angles only for
TM light. Now we generalize this structure and design a different multilayer structure
which is capable of discriminating angles of incidence irrespective of the polarization
of light. The multilayer structure that we propose involves anisotropy in both the
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Figure 6-2: (Color online) (a)-(b) Schematic diagrams showing TM- (in (a)) and
TE- (in (b)) polarized light incident at nonzero angle from esne = pinc = 11 on an
anisotropic multilayer with 6 A = AB = (71 , 7Y1, 72), EB = PA 71Y. Here 72 # Y1. In
both of these cases, light experiences index contrasts and hence photonic bandgaps.
(c) Color contour plot showing how the relative size of the TE (which equals in
magnitude TM) gap changes with Oc and y2/y1 for light incident from e =tinc =
7y1 on the anisotropic multilayer structure of (a). The thicknesses of layers A and B
were chosen to be equal (hA = hB = 0.5a) here.
dielectric function and in the magnetic permeability. More specifically, the proposed
structure has eB = PA = 71 while EA = pB = (71, Y1, 72)[91]. For simplicity, we
consider the case Eine = pinc= -y1 here. As shown in the schematic of Fig. 6-2 (a),
TM light incident from air at nonzero angle on this structure experiences a photonic
bandgap, because according to Eq. (6.2), n = fi while n TM # fys. On the other
hand, TE light incident (from air) at the same nonzero angle also experiences an index
contrast because according to Eq. (6.1), nTE = fy while nTE / fk Y. In Fig. 6-1
(c), we present a color contour plot showing how the relative size of the TE (and
also TM) gap changes with Binc and with the degree of anisotropy 72/y1. This result
was obtained from the TMM[90], and the thickness of layers A and B were chosen to
be equal (hA = hB = 0.5a) so that the structure discriminates different angles over
the same frequency interval and for both polarizations simultaneously[92]. From the
contour plot, we observe that the size of the fractional gap increases only slightly with
increasing anisotropy '72/71 beyond -72/71 ~ 2, which can also be seen by inspection
of Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2), and noticing that the achievable index contrast "saturates"
for large 72/y1 anisotropy values. Thereby, materials swith very large anisotropy do
not necessarily lead to much larger bandgap in these structures. This is somewhat
contrary to conventional photonic crystals where substantially large index contrast
typically lead to substantially larger bandgaps. Note also that the size of the fractional
frequency gap also increases with Oic.
6.4 Angular discrimination over a broad frequency
range (irrespective of light polarization)
Having proposed a design structure that opens an angular gap for both polarizations
over a certain frequency range, we now discuss how one can enlarge the frequency
range over which this angular discrimination is exhibited. Since we are concerned with
the largest fractional frequency gap that occurs simultaneously for both polarizations,
we operate at quarter-wave condition (the structure obeying the quarter-wave con-
dition at 450 is used in the calculations of Fig. 6-3 (a), while the structure obeying
the quarter-wave condition at 22.5' is used in Fig. 6-3 (b) and Fig. 6-3 (c)). We
use anisotropic EA = A (as opposed to the previously considered case when we had
anisotropic sA = AB). We start with a single stack consisting of 30 homogeneous
bilayers with EA = PA = (1.23,1.23, 2.43) and EB = AB 1.23. The size of each
bilayer in this stack is a. Light incident at 45" (from air) on this stack experiences
a simultaneous TE and TM photonic bandgap having a fractional frequency width
of 6.94% (at quarter-wave condition). To widen this fractional frequency range, we
consider a multilayer consisting of 17 such stacks, each stack being made out of 30
bilayers, however the period of each stack is chosen so that frequency gaps of different
stacks are contiguous and merge together, resulting in a much larger frequency gap
(~ 17 times the size of the gap in the single gap case). More specifically, we choose
the period a2 of the ith stack (i = 1, 2, .., 17) to be ai = 1.0694(-')a, where a is the
period of the first stack facing the incident light. We also choose the thickness h'
of layer A in the ith stack to be 0.473ai so that the quarter-wave condition (which
maximizes the relative size of the frequency gap) is satisfied. In Fig. 6-3 (a), we
show TMM results for the transmission spectrum at 450 incidence on the 17-stack
multilayer: there is a reflection window of relative frequency size of ~ 104% for both
TE and TM polarizations simultaneously.
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Figure 6-3: (Color online) (a) Transmission spectra, obtained using TMM, for light
incident from air, at 450 from the normal, on 17 stacks each consisting of 30 bilayers
having eA = PA = (1.23,1.23, 2.43), eB = [B = 1.23. The period ai of the ith
stack (i=1,2,..17) was chosen to be ai = 1.0694(i1), where a is the period of the
first stack facing the incident light. The reflection window in this case is 103.6%
wide for both TE and TM polarizations. The thickness h' of layer A is 0.473ai (at
quarter-wave condition). (b) Transmission spectra, obtained using TMM, for light
incident from air, at 22.50 from the normal, on 71 stacks each consisting of 130 bilayers
having eA = PA = (1.23,1.23, 2.43), eB = pB = 1.23. The period ai of the i~h stack
(i=1,2,..71) was chosen to be ai = 1.0164('- 1)a. The TE and TM reflection windows
in this case are 107% wide. The thickness h' of layer A is 0.494ai (at quarter-wave
condition). (c) Transmission spectra, obtained using TMM, for light incident from
air, at 450 from the normal, on the structure of (b). The TM reflection window in
this case extends over a frequency range far wider than at 22.50 incidence.
In Fig. 6-3 (b), we follow the same procedure and show TMM results for trans-
mission through a multilayer designed to have a 107% wide frequency gap for both
TE and TM light incident at 22.5" from the normal, irrespective of its polariza-
tion. This structure is made of 71 stacks each consisting of 130 bilayers each having
EA PA = (1.23,1.23, 2.43), EB = pB = 1.23, and ai = 1.0164('')a. The thickness
-TTE
--- TTM
. , . .. .. ... '' . . I
hl of layer A was 0.494ai in this case (this satisfies the quarter-wave condition). In
Fig. 6-3 (c), we show TMM results for light incident at 450 on this same structure: in
this case that there is reflection at all frequencies that fall inside the reflection window
shown in Fig. 6-3 (b) for 22.50 incidence. That is, the structure that we designed to
reflect 22.5"-incident light in the frequency range (0.13c/a -+ 0.43c/a) irrespective
of its polarization, is also capable of reflecting light incident at all angles > 22.5' in
this same frequency range and irrespective of the polarization; after all, bandgap of
each stack is larger for 450 incidence than for 22.5' incidence. Light incident close-to-
normal on this same structure is transmitted irrespective of its polarization. In fact,
this proposed structure exhibits an angular gap (for Oin between 22.5' and 900) for
both polarizations simultaneously over a 107% wide frequency range.
Range of applicability of the concept we propose will depend on the availability
of anisotropic materials in the frequency range of interest. As we have seen in Fig. 6-
1, dielectric metamaterial approaches could be quite promising for TM polarized
light. As far as TE polarization goes (where anisotropic p is needed), one option is
to explore metallo-dielectric metamaterials[93}. Another option is to split incoming
light according to polarization before it enters the structure, rotate TE polarization
into TM polarization, and only then allow it to continue onto our structure[94}.
Structures that are capable of discriminating light based on polarization and fre-
quency are well known and widely used. Here, we presented a novel class of structures,
capable of discriminating light based on the angle of incidence. We expect that these
structures could find uses in applications where it is desirable to "trap" the light of a
known incidence angle. An important example of such an application is solar energy
conversion; in many commercial solar farms incident angle of the sun is controlled
for: solar-+electrical conversion panels track the motion of the sun. Examples of
such systems include solar-+thermal--*electrical and concentrated solar photovoltaic
systems. A portion of the incident solar energy is typically reflected or reemitted
from the device: this presents losses, which are often substantial. Since the angle of
outgoing light is typically substantially different than the angle of the incoming light,
the structures of the type we propose could be used to "trap" the outgoing energy,
and redirect it back towards the device.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have studied theoretically five novel resonant and light guiding
phenomena in photonics. Wherever possible, we developed analytical models that
provide a deeper and more intuitive understanding of the systems under study. We
also performed detailed numerical calculations that validate the proposed analytical
approaches.
We first developed a coupled mode theory model of the resonant scattering of free-
space waves from resonant objects, and illustrated how it can be applied to study the
resonant scattering and absorption of electromagnetic waves from spherically sym-
metrical scatterers and from point-like objects of any symmetry including atoms.
The results provided a more intuitive understanding of many aspects of the resonant
scattering and absorption phenomena, such as how small particles can absorb much
more than the light incident on them. They are also of great relevance to various
applications, ranging from particle sensing to meteorological optics and more impor-
tantly to the biomedical realm where they enable proper design of nanoparticles used
in hyperthermic treatment of tumors among other relevant applications. Many more
interesting problems in this arena can be explored using the developed model, such
as the resonant scattering/absorption of plane waves from nonlinear spheres or from
multi-level molecules with nonradiative coupling between the levels. Also, incident
wavepackets which are localized in time and space can be modeled, by decomposing
them into their plane-wave components.
Then we moved on from this far-field electromagnetic coupling of a wave to a single
resonant object, to explore the near-field coupling between two high-Q resonators of
the same resonant frequency. Inspired by the phenomenon of Electromagnetically
Induced Transparency (EIT) which enables a complete population transfer between
two quantum states coupled indirectly through an intermediate lossy one, we proposed
an efficient weakly radiative energy transfer scheme between two identical resonant
objects through a mediating resonant object with the same resonant frequency. We
analyzed the problem using CMT, and pointed out how the fundamental principle
underlying this proposed energy transfer scheme mirrors the known EIT process.
In fact, in this context, the work presented here generalizes the concept of EIT,
previously known as a quantum mechanical phenomenon that exists in microscopic
systems, to a more general energy transfer phenomenon, between arbitrary classical
resonant objects. We focused on the particular example of electromagnetic resonators,
but the nature of the resonators and their coupling mechanisms could as well be
quite different, e.g. acoustic, mechanical, etc... Thus, the proposed scheme could
potentially find applications in various other unexplored types of coupling between
general resonant objects.
We next analyzed the problem of a polarization source of arbitrary spatio-temporal
dependence embedded in a general photonic structure (not necessarily a PhC) involv-
ing any sort of nonlinearities, gain or loss. We developed an analytical model based
on CMT, and calculated the electric field generated by the source in the photonic
structure. Then, we investigated how the implications of this formalism can provide
an insight on enhancing the efficiency of nonlinear effects, and illustrated the pro-
cedure in the specific case of terahertz generation by optical rectification in a 2D
nonlinear photonic crystal. We validated the approach by considering limiting cases
such as the Purcell effect and Cerenkov radiation in PhCs, and also by checking the
results against exact calculations based on the FDTD method. Then, we proposed the
developed procedure as a potentially simpler and less-demanding alternative to the
brute-force FDTD technique, especially in problems involving frequencies that range
over many orders of magnitude, such as terahertz generation by optical rectification.
The proposed CMT-based technique could therefore enable a better understanding
of systems that current limitations in computational resources could prevent from
analyzing through FDTD.
Then we theoretically investigated how one could design photonic crystals that
would support diffraction-less propagation over long distances, i.e. supercollimation.
While in previously done studies the supercollimation feature is confined to a narrow
frequency range, we proposed a hybrid 2D PhC structure exhibiting supercollima-
tion over an operational fractional frequency range that is 4 times that in often used
structures. We performed Beam Propagation Method calculations that illustrate the
supercollimation mechanism in the proposed structure, which could be of importance
in the design of super-collimation-based devices. In particular, the large operational
frequency range of our proposed structure suggests the possibility of achieving super-
collimation of polychromatic beams, thus enabling longer interaction distances be-
tween broadband light and various components embedded in the photonic structure.
Many other interesting features of the proposed structure, such as directional thermal
emission and beam steering, remain to be further investigated in the future.
We finally presented detailed transfer matrix and FDTD calculations of a novel
class of material systems that strongly discriminate light based on the incidence an-
gle, over a broad range of frequencies and irrespective of the polarization. This new
class of material systems which enables unprecedented control of light depending on
the angle of incidence, is of great importance both to fundamental science and to
applications. In fact, further investigation of such novel systems exhibiting an "an-
gular photonic gap" would potentially initiate a whole new fascinating direction in
photonics research, as important as the various interesting effects that were explored
after photonic crystals exhibiting a "frequency photonic bandgap" were introduced.
Moreover, these materials are of prime importance for various technological applica-
tions, and particularly in solar-energy conversion where they would enable a perfect
green-house effect and thus boost the efficiency of solar-thermal systems up to the
Carnot efficiency under ideal circumstances.
Appendices
Appendix A
Efficient weakly-radiative wireless
energy transfer: An EIT-like
approach
A.1 Analytical solution of the 3-object system in
the constant-rc case
The CMT equations Eq. (3.12) admit a simple analytical solution in the special case
where the coupling rates K12 (t) and K23 (t) are independent of time and equal to each
other, namely when K1 2 = K2 3 =constant independent of time.
following set of substitutions
E = 1U
After making the
FA+B
T 
- A
2Tvf2/ t
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
we obtain the expressions below for the time-varying amplitudes
1 t IT
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The time tpt at which the energy transferred to R 3 is optimum, can be obtained
by setting the time derivative of the energy |a3 (T) 12 in R 3 to zero, and is therefore a
solution to the following equation
E A sinh( A 2 - IT)[/ A2 - 1
A - sinh( A2 - 1T) + cosh(LA
+ cosh(VA2- 1T)] -
A 2 - IT)] =(E - A)e AT
In general, this equation may not have an obvious analytical solution, but it does
admit a simple solution in the two special cases that we'll consider below.
In the first special case, we set A = 0, and thus we have FA =
= 1 = _. In this case, Topt = V/Zrto1,t becomesU
Topt = 2 tan- = 2 tan-lU
and the efficiency of the 3-object system becomes
|a3(Top)|2 _|ai(0)12
FrB and
(A.8)
U2  -2tan-U- 2
1 + U2 U (A.9)
which is just the square of the efficiency of the two-object system [36]. Therefore,
when all objects are the same, the efficiency of the 3-object system at optimum is
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
equal to the square of the efficiency of the 2-object system, and hence is smaller than
it.
In the second special case, we set A = , that is to say we set FA = 0.
The analytical expressions for Tpt and 7 become respectively
7v U > 1
Topt ='rU21 (A.10)
Therefore, the optimum efficiency in this case, is larger when r, > 3
A.2 Resolution of apparent paradox in EIT-like
scheme
As we said earlier in the text, the explanation of the EIT-like scheme in terms of the
adiabatic following of the eigenstate V1, seems to be puzzling and somewhat para-
doxical. The reason is that energy is efficiently transferred through the intermediate
resonator R 2 without ever being in it. This apparent contradiction can be resolved
by looking at the detailed contributions to the time-rate of change of the energy E2
in R 2. Since the energy in R 2 at time t is E 2(t) = |a2(t)12, one can use the CMT Eq.
(3.12) and calculate the power dE2 (t)/dt through R 2 , to obtain
dja2|2 = -2rBIa2| 2 - 2K12Im(a*ai) + 2ii2 3Im(a*a2 ). (A.12)dt
The first term on the right-hand side of this equation corresponds to the total
power lost in R 2. The second term can be identified with the time-rate P 12 (t) of
energy transfer from R1 to R2, namely P12(t) = -2K 12 (t)Im(a*(t)a1 (t)). Similarly,
the third term can be identified with the time-rate P23 (t) of energy transfer from R2
to R 3 : P23 (t) = 2r 23 (t)Im(a*(t)a 2(t)). Note that because P12(t) represents the rate
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at which energy gets into R 2 (coming from R1 ), this term will be positive. Similarly,
because P 23(t) is the rate at which energy gets out of R 2 (going to R 3), this term will
be negative. For simplicity, we will focus on the case where FA = PFB= 0, and take the
time variation of the coupling rates to be given by Eq. (3.10)-(3.11). In this case, the
total energy in the 3-object system is conserved, and the change in the energy E 2 can
arise only from the exchange of energy between R1 and R 2, and between R 2 and R 3. In
this special case, the rate of change of E2, which equals the sum P 12 +P 23, is oscillatory
in time with amplitude Asum. It turns out that as the transfer time tEIT gets longer,
the peak amplitude As, of the sum P 12 + P 23 approaches zero. This means that
at the moment when energy reaches R 2 from R 1, it leaves R 2 immediately to R 3.
Therefore, dE 2 (t)/dt is almost zero V t, and the energy in R 2 remains approximately
equal to its initial value of zero throughout the EIT-like transfer, despite the fact
that all the energy initially in Ri goes through R 2 as it gets transferred to R 3. To
illustrate this point, we consider again the case PA = PB = 0, and choose the coupling
rate r such that Q, = 1000. In Fig. A-1 (a), we plot the powers P12 , P2 3 and their
sum as functions of time when the duration of the transfer is tEIT = 6366.2(1/f).
In Fig. A-1 (b), we* repeat the same plots but now with a transfer time 5 times
longer. As can be seen by comparing Fig. A-1 (a) and Fig. A-1 (b), we find that
the relative amplitude Asum, compared to characteristic magnitudes of P12 and P23,
has dramatically decreased. To get a quantitative estimate of this decrease in the
amplitude of P 12 + P23, we show in Fig. A-1 (c), the ratio of Asum over the maximum
of P 12 - P23 as a function of tEIT. We find that, indeed, as the transfer time gets
longer, meaning that the adiabatic condition is better satisfied, the amplitude As,
gets smaller and smaller compared to the peak of P 12 , and consequently the deviation
of the energy in R 2 from its initial zero value becomes negligible. Therefore, one way
to look at why the EIT mechanism works so well, is to note that the EIT-approach
ensures that the energy leaves R 2 (to R 3) as soon as it reaches R 2 (from R1).
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